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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, August28,2006 
4:30 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 





Univ. Standing Committees 
Congress Recruitment/Candidates Meeting 
Executive VP Report 
Update Fall Retreat 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
SGA Committee Budget Allocations 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






SGA Ta lent Show 
Review Congress Attendance Policy 




September 8-9 400 p.m. 
September 15 8:00 p.m. 
September 16 1:00 pm 
September 23 7:00 pm 
September 21 7:30 p.m. 
Adjournment 
SGA Retreat Buses leave ADUC 
SGA Talent Show Button Aud. 
MSU Football v. Valparaiso (Family Weekend) Jayne Stadium 
MSU Football v. Missouri-Rolla Jayne Stadium 
Capitol Steps Button Aud. 
SGA 
Student Government Association 
Executive Committee 
Minutes 8/28/06 
Meeting started by President.Gay at 4 :25 pm 




Lobbying effort with issues related to bonding authority for schools 
University Standing Committees 
Open spots on standing committees 
Need to contact Joan Adkins or Bob Wilenbrink for Media Board 
Congress Recruitment 
100 +people 
7 contested races 
Executive VP report 
Retreat 
Michael Miller contacted Sunday 8/27 
Leaving for Jenny Wiley @4:30pm 9/8 
Emailing material this week after vacation 
VP of Administration 
Attendance policy 
VP of Finance 
4 absences for semester: 1 unexcused and 3 excused. This includes all 
meetings (i.e. Congress and Committees). 
Committee Budgets 
Proposed 5,000 dollars for each committee for year 
w/ expenses it would put general budget at less than 5,000 dollars for year. 
New budget proposal · 
Let committees establish their own budgets and submit 
budget needs to be discussed in exec board meeting (VP 
Weathers and Adv. Stephens). 
Proposed budget sheets for cormnittees to keep track of budgets. 
Work on the language of how to set this up and bring back next 
meeting. 
VP Campus Involvement 
Talent Show Sept. 15th 
Prize Amount is 225 dollars 
No Tryouts 
Bring Greeks out with prizes? (VP Dilley) 
Table for donations at the door 
VP for Public Relations 
Bringing more people out to talent show 
Mass email for students to vote in SGA election 
Gilley is Apartment Housing (Clarification) 
Student of the Month and Flying High Award need to be publicized 
Old business- None 
New Business- None 
Discussion 
SGA Talent Show 
Attendance Policy 
-Motion to approve 4 absences per semester: l unexcused and 3 excused 
-for Congress and Committee meetings by VP Dilley, seconded by VP 
-Sharp. Passed unanimously. 
Church v. State Debate 
-Nov. 8th in Button 
-Panel Discussion with University Staff and Local Officials 
- More student involvement and discussion 
SGA Website 
-No word from people emailed 
-April Nutter needs to be contacted @ a.nutter@moreheadstate.edu 
Homecoming Nominations 
-No nominees from SGA 
Student Court Appointments (Pres. Gay) 
-Need Recommendations 
-Constitution has description of positions 




Proposed Documents (VP Cotton) 
-Student of the Month and Committee chair applications 
Committee Chairs (Pres. Gay) 
-Exec board will vote on who chairs will be 
Shuttle Vans (VP Weathers) 
-2 new vans for the after hours shuttle service 
-Need to establish an escrow account to help ensure new vans every 5 
years. 
24 hour visitation (VP Weathers) 
-West Mignon 
Has not happened yet because students are failing to sign their 
roommate agreements 
-Alumni Study Area 
Security measures need to be installed by outside contractors 
before completion 
Office policies (VP Owens) 
-Office hours will be changed to accommodate for lunch for execs outside 
the office to ensure that a clean working environment is maintained. 
Announcements 
Sept. 8-9 SGA Retreat. Leave at 4pm 
Sept. 15 SGA Talent Show 8pm 
Sept. 16MSUFootball v. Valparaiso 1pm 
Sept. 21 Capitol Steps 7:30 pm 
Sept. 23 MSU Football v. Missouri-Rolla 7pm 
Meeting ended at 5:35 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, September 11, 2006 




5:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Univ. Standing Committees- still need graduate reps 
Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






Retreat- Outcomes & Reflection 
SGA Talent Show 
Church v. State Debate 
Committees / Chairs 
Open Discussion 
Announcements: 
September 15 8:00 p.m. 
September 16 1 :00 pm 
September 21 7:30 p.m. 
September 23 7:00 pm 
Adjournment 
SGA Talent Show 
MSU Football v. Valparaiso 
Capitol Steps 




(Family Weekend) Jayne Stadium 
Button Aud. 
Jayne Stadium 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, September 18, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
RolVSign-in 
Reports: 
· President's Report 
Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






Recreation Center Forum 
SGA Talent Show Reflection 






Church v. State Debate 
Open Discussion 
Announcements: 
September 19 5--6:45 p.m. 
September 21 7:30 p.m. 
September 23 7:00 p.m. 
October 8 8:00 p.m. 
October 12 6:00 p.m. 
October 13 4:00 p.m. 
November 2 8:00 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Volunteer Fair/ Meet the Candidates ADUC Plaza 
Capitol Steps Button Auditorium 
MSU Football v.Missouri-Rolla Jayne Stadium 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, September 25, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 




Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 














September 26 7:00 p.m. 
October 12 6:00 p.m. 
October 13 4:00 p.m. 
November 2 8:00 p.m. 
November 8 8:00 p.m. 
~ f~pu. s ~ti ~!k. 
Adjournment 
MSU Volleyball v. Xavier Wetherby Gym 
Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
SGA 
Mi IP 98& 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 
























Monday, October 2, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Campus Safety Walk Laughlin-Police Station 
Homecoming Court Election Online Services 
Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Executive VP Report 
Monday, October 9, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
-Committee Chair Meeting Tomorrow 
V.P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






Campus Matching Funds Campaign 
Move Student Concerns in Congress into Discussion 
















Homecoming Parade Main Street 
Homecoming Fabulous Kick-Off ADUC Commons 
MSU Football v. Davidson Jayne Stadium 
Recreation Center Forum Breck 002? 
Dashboard Confessional MC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
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SGA 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
PRINTED NAME 
Monday, October 9, 2006 










Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, October 16, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 






Executive VP Report 
-PR Chair 
V.P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 








October 21 1 p.m. 
October 24 Lunch 
November 2 8:00 p.m. 
November 8 8:00 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Eagle Football v. Jacksonville Jayne Stadium 
Listen Up Legislators ADUC 
Dashboard Confessional AAC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, October 16, 2006 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Executive VP Report 
V. P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
Monday, October 23, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
V.P. Campus Involvement 
-Church and State Debate 






Wednesday Meeting w. Dr. Andrews 
Open 
Announcements: 
November 2 8:00 p.m. Dashboard Confessional AAC 
November 6 11am-3pm Listen Up Legislators ADUC 
November 8 8:00 p.m. Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Adjournment 
S ·GA 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, October 23, 2006 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, October 30, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 






Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 
-Church and State Debate 






Academic Conference Funding 
Open 
Announcements: 
November 2 8:00 p.m. Dashboard Confessional AAC 
November 6 11 am-3pm 
November 8 8:00 p.m. 
Listen Up Legislators ADUC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Adjournment 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, October 30, 2006 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports: 
President's Report-Cabinet, PR Club 
Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 
-Church and State Debate 










Monday, November 6, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
November 2 8:00 p.m. Dashboard Confessional AAC 
November 6 11 am-3pm 
November 8 8:00 p.m. 
Listen Up Legislators ADUC 
Separation of Church and State Debate Button Auditorium 
Adjournment 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, November 6, 2006 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, November 13, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Suspended Business-Patrick Scott, President of Student Radio Club 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports: 
President's Report -Provost Search Forum-Tuition Forum 
Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
-Bylaws 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 












W Nov. 15 
Adjournment 
5--8 p.m.Pot-luck Thanksgiving by Multicultural Services BCM/BSU/342 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, November 27, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 




Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 











W Nov. 29 7:30 p.m. 
TH-SA Nov. 30-Dec.2 7 p.m. 
W Dec. 6 5 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Men's Basketball MSU v. Marshall 







Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, November 27, 2006 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, December 3, 2006 




Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 























4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Tuition Forum Riggle Rm. 
MSU Basketball v. Austin Peay (SGA T-shirts) AAC 
SAC Dinner and a X-mas Movie Button 
MSU Basketball v. Murray (Foam Fingers) AAC 
SGA 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, December 3, 2006 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Executive VP Report 
Spring Retreat 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






Tuesday, January 16, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Spring Break Financial Aid Program 
Rally 










4:30 - 830 p.m. SGA Spring Retreat 
10 am - 3 p.m. Listen-Up Legislators 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday,January16,2007 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 
/ll/fMAJA_l4 WLArJ.lt"t5 
(Advisor) 
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(A 1sor) 
(Guest) 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, January 16, 2007 














Vice President for Campus Involvement, Kimberly Barker, resigned 
Vice President for Administration, Colby Owens, will be the new VP for 
Campus Involvement pending approval by SGA Congress 
College of Business Representative, Michael Harmon, will be the new VP 
for Administration, pending approval by SGA Congress 
BSBP 
February 7, 2007 is Rally for Higher Education 
President Gay did a PowerPoint presentation last year for Rally for 
Higher Education 
Delegated VP Dilley to promote this year's Rally for Higher 
Education 
Last year, Morehead brought twice as many people than any other 
university 
This year, other universities are expecting to bring 40-50 delegates, 
whereas Morehead is expecting 200 
The rally will begin at I :00 p.m. 
Morehead delegates should arrive in Frankfort at 9:00 a.m. so they 
can talk with their respective State Representatives 
Morehead delegates should arrive back at Morehead around 3 :00-
3 :30 
Listen Up Legislatures 
President Gay and VP Cotton will come up with talking points 
New Meeting Times and Dates 
VP Cotton will meet up with Committee Chairs 
Executive Committee needs proposals for awards/prizes for Rally 
for Higher Education 
Vice President Cotton 
SGARetreat 
Rep. Harmon 
Tentative schedule will begin at 4:30 and end approximately 8:30 
January 26, 2007, in room 301 
Dinner will be provided at 5:30 
The Bowling Alley will be reserved after 8:30 
Bowling lanes are ready but chairs are not put in right now 
There will be a Myth Buster game informing the representatives 
about the Constitution and Bylaws 
Each committee, excluding Chair and Vice Chair, will have a goal 
setting session 
All Committee Chairmen will meet with VP Cotton and discuss the 
evaluations 
Committee Vice-Chairmen will go over their duties 
Attendance to the Retreat will be mandatory but the Bowling Party 
will not be mandatory 
Needs office hours from every Executive Officer 
Vice President Sharp 
Creating a Funding Request Form with VP Harmon and should be 
done before retreat 
Vice President Owens 
Discuss and start to plan for events for this semester with 
Representative Hockenberry 
Some events are: 
Rally for Higher Education 
Environmental Awareness Week 
Civic Engagement Week (Rock the Vote) 
Physical Improvement Forum 
Vice President Weathers said some topics might include: 
Bids for Recreation Center 
Opens 1-17-07 
Will eventually narrow down to 3 bids 
Wants a committee to take tours of 
other Rec. Centers 
Information about Nunn Hall Project 
VP Dilley wants an informational meeting and will 
make a PowerPoint Presentation 
"Student Convocation" 
President Gay wants Physical Improvement Committee to 
reevaluate their goals 




Meet with Representative Hollon to discuss ideas to promote SGA 
President Gay wants an online registration for Rally for Higher 
Education 
Need a proposal from Executive Committee for change in VP for Campus 
Involvement 
Needs thorough explanation for the reasoning to choose VP Owens and 
VP Harmon 
Discussion 
Spring Break Spring Back 
Last year, SGA put up $5,000 for trip to Gulfport, MS 
Wants application for Funding and Awards Committee to help fund applicants 
Advisor Stephens said money could come from Spring Break Spring Back 
account 
So far, 25 people have signed up for Gulfport, MS 
VP Cotton asked how will the application 1:ie processed and how would the 
applicants be ranked to receive the money 
Advisor Stephens will discuss the previous concern with the Funding and 
Awards Committee 
President Gay told VP Cotton to look at scholarships on the Internet to see 
the format for the application 
VP Cotton and Representative Stevens will meet together and then discuss 
that with Advisor Stephens 
Financial Aid Campaign 
Dayna Seelig wants a Financial Aid Awareness Campaign 
Seelig wants the students to be aware about the March I st Deadline 
Some ideas presented were: 
Having a table at ADUC to sign up for F ASF A 
Spread the word about endowments which no one has applied 
Extra Funding 
VP Cotton wants to spread the word about financial aid 
VP Owens wants the students to be aware that taxes have to be done first 
Advisor Stephens 
Wants this be moved to Campus Improvement Committee 
Wants information be sent out through mass communication 
Wants to promote the scholarship list online 
Thinks a raflle for an IPOD would not achieve the awareness desired 
Educate and put out step by step instructions for obtaining 
financial aid 
Moved this to VP Owens and Campus Involvement Committee 
Positions available for SGA Congress 
Eight spots and these people need to be put in a committee 
Mr. Dale Greer was not aware that he was awarded with "Flying High" 
Faculty/Staff of Month of November 
He will bring him back as well as Kara Hall, Senior of the Month, and 
Darya Thompson, Student of the Month 
Logo will be the same for Rally for Higher Education so that event can be 
publicized 
Needs new photos of Executive Officers as well as a headshot of VP Harmon 
VP Harmon needs to put a Rally for Higher Education link 
Needs new name plates for Executive Officer plaques 
Delegated to VP Sharp 
Student Convocation 
Should be later because of the Rally for Higher Education is that day 
One idea is SGA meeting at 5 and Convocation at 6 
Another idea will be no SGA meeting and Convocation at 7 
Will be discusses later 
Fact of Fiction game at retreat 
Each committee will say if statement is a "Fact" of''Fiction" 
Discuss Constitution and Bylaws 
Each Executive Officer has to come up with at least one statement 
"Committee Feud" 
SGA needs to recognize the National Championships won by the Co-ed and 
AH-girl Cheerleaders 
There were two injuries before they performed 
Morehead Co-ed has two more National Championships than the 
University of Kentucky 
There will be a cheerleader reception at Weatherby Gym on 1-16-07 at 
8:00p.m 
Announcements 
Friday, January 26, 2007, SGA Spring Retreat 4:30-8:30 at 301 in ADUC 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up Legislators 10:00 am-3:00 pm in ADUC 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education 1 :00 in Frankfort, KY 
Meeting Adjourned: 5:26 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Tuesday, January 23, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Meeting w/ Dr. Andrews, Letter to Provost, 
Executive VP Report-Happy Birthday Daimeon! 
Spring Retreat 
V.P. for Administration 
Rally Registration 
V.P. for Finance 
Funding Request Form 
V.P. Campus Involvement 






Rally Funding Transportation 
Rally-PR 
Congress Appt's 
Spring Break Fund 
SGA Brochure Picture 














4:30 - 830 p.m. SGA Spring Retreat 
5: 1517:30 p.m. MSU Basketball v. South East Missouri 
8 p.m. Blessid Union of Souls 
10 am - 3 p.m. Listen-Up Legislators 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 23, 2007 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
PRINTED NAME 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, January 23, 2007 














Just a reminder all Executive Officers, tum off lights in SGA office if you 
are the last person. 
Met with Dr. Andrews 
With help from Mary Jerde and Physical Improvement Committee, 
will use Recreation Fee for Eagle Lake Restoration Project. 
Get a matching grant 
Wanted an update on 24 hour visitation in other halls. 
VP Weathers 
Supposed to be a retention tool, but is not working. Working on 




Mixing costs of undergraduate and graduate fees 
Students with 3-9 hours remaining in undergraduate 
studies, can take graduate classes and retain full time status. 
- per rate fee 
- fee was a data management fee 
- needs help publicizing this 
To retain more graduate students, improve on graduate courses 
President Gay 
Rally for Higher Education 
- Can't use athletes buses because the basketball programs are 
using them on February 7, 2007. 
- Use Charter system, but needs funding 
Advisor Stephens 
Charter buses are booked and need to find funding in SGA Budget 
Would like a proposal for tomorrow's meeting 
Advisor Weathers 
Cost more than last year because took athlete's bus 
VP Owens 
What did we take last year? 
Advisor Stephens 
Two university buses and one van 
Could look into Rowan County District Buses 
VP Owens 
Use a substitute bus driver in Rowan Co. District 
Advisor Stephens 
VP Dilley 
Already booked buses, but what will happen ifwe run out of 
money? 




Most important program in SGA 
Advisor Weathers 




Frustrating because SGA Representatives control the money. 
Next year, either start SGA with $5,000 OR $4,000 SGA Budget 
and $1,000 Working Budget. 
This is our name and image. 
Last year, former President, Marion, paid for the trip from the 
Movie Budget 
Just get the money from the General Fund 
Advisor Stephens 
Needs a proposal by tomorrow 
President Gay 
Consensus is to get money from General Fund? 
VP Dilley 
It would be the safe move. 
Advisor Stephens 
What about food? Should make the proposal about $2,000. 
Advisor Weathers 
What about the people driving down there. 
President Gay 
The registration is to get a figure for the amount of food which 
needs to be bought. Needs a proposal so it can get passed by 
tomorrow's meeting. The goal is 200 people, and three people per 
pizza, then fifty pizzas at $5.00 a pizza plus drinks would be 
between $300 - $400. 
Advisor Weathers 
Where will you get the pizzas? 
President Gay 
Frankfort should have that deal. Should make the proposal $2,200: 
$1,700 for transportation, $300 for food and $150 for drinks. 
President Gay · 
Spring Break, Spring Back Scholarships 
Met with Rep. Stevens this week. 
Advisor Stephens 
Work on promoting the two trips in Kentucky. Can sign up twenty 
more for Gulfport, MS. 
President Gay 
When are the registrations due? 
Advisor Stephens 
January 29, 2007, but will be extended for the two trips inside 
Kentucky. 
President Gay 
Why are the spots not filling up? 
Advisor Stephens 
I do not have that answer. 
President Gay 
External media not covering this issue and not publicized enough. 
Advisor Stephens 
It was the trend last year. Got a basketball player to sign up for the 
trip for Louisville. There will also be a lot of people who want to 
relax for Spring Break. 
SAC President, Stewart 
One week is left to sign-up. 
Advisor Weathers 
SGA could promote at concert and basketball game this weekend. 
VP Dilley 
Who can come to the Blessid Union of Souls concert. 
SAC President, Stewart 
Let the first 1,200 people in then stop. Should also plug the Spring 
Break, Spring Back at TNL. 
President Gay 
Wrote a letter to the Provost and encouraging the professors to 
come or let their students out. Also, happy birthday, VP Cotton 
VP Cotton 
Had a committee chair meeting Monday, January 22, 2007 
Great discussion. 
VP Dilley 
Can Representatives switch committees? 
VP Cotton 
We will discuss that when the spots are filled. There are 13 open 
spots on SGA Congress. 
President Gay 
Four people have intended to apply for a seat on SGA Congress .. 
Needs more of the Congress members to sign up. 
Advisor Stephens 
VP Dilley 
Got a collage to April Nutter and should be on the main website 
soon. 
Are we going to have a convocation? 
President Gay 
Physical Improvement and President Andrews are in favor for it. 
If there are no immediate important issues, then there will be no 
meeting on February 7, 2007. 
Advisor Weathers 




7:00 pm in Historic Button Auditorium and it needs to happen. 
Will make a slideshow of improvements so far (preliminary work). 
Should pump up students for what SGA has done. 
Made the online registration for the Rally for Higher Education and 
working on the roster for SGA congress members. 
VP Sharp, Proxy VP Harmon 
Made the Funding Request Form, and will be passed out at Spring Retreat 
VP Owens 
Civic Engagement Week 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up Legislators 
Have a proposal for $300 at tomorrow's meeting 
Rep. Hockenberry is looking for decorations 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007, Voter Registration Drive 
Got Rock the Vote images Saturday, January 20, 2007. 
A movie will be shown from 7-9 in Button 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education 
Literature will be passed out to RHA in residence halls 
Advisor Stephens 
Needs a proposal to buy movie, illegal to rent and show. 
SAC President Stewart 
Cost approximately $350, could get a packaged deal with SAC. 
Advisor Weathers 
Shouldn't try to rent because it isn't worth getting caught. 
VP Owens 
Voter Registration Week is all week. 
President Gay 
Does the Campus Involvement Committee know what to do? 
Advisor Weathers 
Be sure to tum in all of the registrations. 
VP Owens 





Will have a tal;>le before Civic Engagement Week for people to 
sign up for the Rally for Higher Education 
Make information for a tri-fold stand which will have all the 
needed material about what the Rally does. 
Will have the Rally for Higher Education Sign hanging out of the 
SGA office to promote the Rally. 
Ordered a new SGA sign and working on SGA t-shirts and banner. 
Table will begin on Thursday, February I, 2007. 
Consensus on funding the Rally 
President Gay 
Got the transportation and need to begin promoting the Rally. The 
Campus Involvement and Student Life will also help promote it. 
VP Dilley 
Have the letter sent through Mass-Mail 
Advisor Weathers 
Forward the letter to me and I will make sure it gets sent through 
mass-mail. 
Advisor Stephens 
Instead of the letter, the e-mail should have a link to the SGA 
website. 
VP Dilley 
Needs help designing SGA t-shirt 
VP Cotton 
Rep. Hollon has a design 
President Gay 
Some possible way to publicize SGA in a positive way: 
newsletter, SGA SPAN, and the BIRD 
VP Cotton 
There is a consensus that something needs to happen, either a 
weekly press release, SGA SP AN, or the BIRD 
VP Dilley 
Ifwe have SGA SP AN, then there should be no more food at 
meetings. 
VP Owens 
Should also worry about how people conduct themselves, like 
speaking out of tum. 
SAC President, Stewart 
Should stress this issue at retreat and have penalties. 
VP Dilley 
Last year, SGA SP AN was bad publicity 
VP Owens 
State of Congress isn't positive 
VP Cotton 
Committee Chairs meeting yesterday was the best meeting, so far. 
Committees are functional, but retreat will get the focus 
back on purpose. 
Some ideas were: 
Have student concerns section omitted at Congress meeting 
and put in Student concerns mailbox 
Congress Member of the Month 
More meaningful discussion 
Have a copy of agenda 
Committee work unrelated to purpose 
Retreat will address important issues and eliminate clicks 
President Gay 
Was the unrelated work focusing on Financial Aid Awareness 
Campaign? 
VP Cotton 
Yes, Campus Involvement and Physical Improvement both thought 
they were in charge. 
President Gay 
What about individual people flaws? 
VP Cotton 
Some people can be too authoritative and disrespectful. Work on 
reminding and congratulating them when they achieve something. 
VP Owens 
No one can slack off. We need to work as hard as we can. 
VP Dilley 
We need to set the bar now. 
SAC President, Stewart 
SGA SP AN will either help or harm SGA 
President Gay 
One senior representative remaining. Thirteen spots available on 
Congress. LaBrina Tolliver in an Area 2 Representative. Mike 
Lawson could be a Junior Representative. Michael Lauletta 
doesn't have the grades, but will be an associate representative. 
The GPA to be a congressman is 2.25. 
VP Owens 
You can move Rep. Fisher to Graduate Representative 
VP Harmon 
You can move Rep. Stevens and Westendorf 
VP Dilley 
What about the rumor that all Greek members have to be in 
another organization? 
VP Owens 
It is advised to be in another organization, but might be mandatory 
next semester. 
Advisor Stephens 
We should ask Advisor Koett. It is an accreditation process which 
encourages members to be in other organizations. 
President Gay 
What about the assignment for coming with one Fact or Crap? If 
you don't have one, then give it to him by tomorrow's meeting. 
VP Dilley 
Have one with what is the minimum GP A 
President Gay 
There can be one about moving from one classification to another 
during the semester. 
VP Harmon 
How many representatives are there in Congress? 
VP Dilley 
Executive Officers authorize spending. 
VP Cotton 
There should be a section regarding the Committee Chair Meeting. 
President Gay 
The Chair's Council meets bi-weekly and Executive Vice 
President is the Chairman of the committee. 
VP Dilley 
We should also have something that deals with filling and empty 
Vice President Spot. President appoints and congress votes. 
Advisor Stephens 
Anything not mentioned in Robert's Rules of Order. Last week, 
there was an emotional problem. Every organization appoints a 
new vice president the same way we did. Ifwe changed it, then we 
would not be representing popular vote. 
President Gay 
We are the six most powerful students here. We need to encourage 
and lead the representatives. We need to start recruiting today. 
Advisor Stephens 
The Executive Officer Election is coming up soon, so needs to 
begin planning this topic. 
President Gay 
We need to clean up the Constitution. Family Housing isn't 
available anymore, and we need to address Constitutional changes. 
Need to have a special meeting without Committee Chairs," and 
then give them the proposed amendments. 
Advisor Weathers 
Give a copy to the advisors before going ahead. 
President Gay 
Board ofRegents meets February 8, 2007. The amendments need 
to be done before March. 
Advisor Stephens 
There is a heavy workload and should work on this very soon. 
President Gay . 
There will be an informational meeting Saturday, January 28, 2007 
at Brian's apartment. Once the amendments are figured out, then 
we will email them to VP Dilley. 
SAC President, Stewart 
SGA should sponsor a Presidential Debate in 2008. 
VP Cotton 
In 2004, two State Representatives came to debate that topic. 
Announcements 
Friday, January 26, 2007, SGA Spring Retreat 4:30-8:30 at 301 in ADUC 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up Legislators 10:00 am-3:00 pm in ADUC 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education 1 :00 in Frankfort, KY 
Meeting adjourned 5:42 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 30, 2006 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 




Provost, BSBP, Rally Update, Constitutional Review (CPE Chair) 
Executive VP Report 
Spring Retreat 
V.P. for Administration 
Rally Registration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 
Civic Engagement Week 
V. P. Public Relations 









Spring Break Update 
SGA Brochure Picture 














10 am -3 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
Soul Food Dinner 
MSU v. EKU 
Listen-Up Legislators 
Rally for Higher Education 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, January 30, 2007 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 
/rlalo1111a. Wea f/Jers 
(Advisor) 
(Guest) 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, January 30, 2007 















Three candidates are remaining. 
Each candidate will bave two meetings with the faculty and staff. 
The meetings will be February 13, February 16, and February 19. 
Met last Sunday and Monday 
Last meeting before the Rally 
MetwithCPE 
Governor will give address on Tuesday, February 6, 2007. 
Will be working on spending budget and vetoed proposals. 
Constitutional Review 
Met Saturday, January 27, 2007 
Student Success Task Force 
VP Cotton 
Working on Fall Break and Study Week. 
There are two more additional in Fall tban Spring so working on a 
two day Fall Break. 
Also working on Final Exams proposal. 
The final proposal will be due Friday, February 2, 2007. 
Thanks for everyone helping at the 2007 Spring SGA Retreat. 
Typed up goals and passed to all Committee Chairs. 
Rearranged the committees 
City Council will meet soon, so if there is anything to discuss with them, 
let him know. 
VPllarmon 
Thirty-two people registered for the Rally 
Each Executive Officer needs to give Sue Townsend the time sheet. 
VP Sharp 
Nameplates are done for the plaques 
President Gay 
Thanks for making Funding Request Form. 
Should tell everyone at Congress tomorrow. 
VP Owens · 
Civic Engagement Week is finished but we are waiting on the movie to 
come. 
Literature for Civic Engagement Week has been passed to RHA 
Ordered IPOD has been ordered for Listen-Up, Legislators 
Netflix will not be ordered because it is not practical. 
Will order a gift card from the University Bookstore 
Financial Aid Campaign talked to Dana Seelig 
Some ideas are Jnformationlil sessions, Trailblazer article, Student 
Radio Station, and bookmarks. 
President Gay 
Dana also has some ideas. 
VP Dilley 
Table was cancelled today, but will be available tomorrow. 
President Gay 
Should pass out flyers tomorrow 
Use Rep. Arnett's Powerpoint at the table. 




No place for free weights in weight room so will be temporarily 
shutdown 
Problem with Phil Simms Weight Room is scheduling and staff 
problems 
Strength Training Classes will still be available. 
VP Owens 
The lifters can still do cardio activities outside 
VP Cotton 
As well as calisthenics. 
Advisor Weathers 
It is a short-term inconvenience for a long-term gain 
Constitutional Amendments 
President Gay 
Article IV, Section 2, Subsection A - GP A requirements 
Remove VP PR job as keeping a scrapbook. 
Advisor Weathers 
SGA would be removing a historic document. 
Advisor Stephens 
SGA archives CD and minutes 
VP Owens 
Last year, former VP of Admin, Sarah Greunke, archived literature 
of SGA events. 
Advisor Weathers 
Are you going to archive publicity documents? 
Advisor Stephens 
VP Owens 
No one might not know how to make them. 
SGA would be losing one record of the past. 
Article IV, Section 5, First line of sub-section D change vice 





It is a housekeeping issue and does not need an amendment. 
President Gay 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-section B. Remove "freshman (4); 
sophomore (3); junior (3); senior ( 4); and graduate (1 )," and 
change to graduate will have two representative and the other four 
grade classifications will each have four representatives. 
Advisor Weathers · 
The classifications are reorganized regularly. 
Advisor Stephens 
We did not do it last year. 
Advisor Weathers 
It would be a better ratio because it would not be arbitrary and 
fairer. 
President Gay 
The discussion is then we should have ratios for all of the 
positions. We then should have more representatives for the 
College of Humanities. 
Advisor Stephens 
There is some overlap all of the Representative spots. 
Advisor Weathers 
The only constant is the classification in the Representative Spots. 
Advisor Stephens 
The change in Residence Halls is minimal. 
President Gay 
That ratio for Residence Halls is constant. 
Advisor Weathers 
Ifthere is no ratio, then we need to get more Freshmen. 
Advisor Stephens 
Then will we add more Congress Members? 
President Gay 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-Section C: Reorganization of Residence 
Halls 
It really does not make sense with the housing plan to keep the . 
same ratios. 
We will have five at-large housing representatives. 
VP Sharp 
It will be called University Housing Representatives to include 
University Farm. 
President Gay 
This plan will be more flexible. 
VP Sharp 
This plan should be revisited later. 
VP Owens . 
This plan should be should be revisited in 5 years. 
Advisor Stephens 
The only problem will be one Residence Hall could have all five 
representatives. It is probably the best decision. 
President Gay 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-section E: Change "Three commuter 
representatives" to "Five commuter Representatives" 
We will add two additional representatives. 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-section D and F should be cut. 
Advisor Weathers 
BSC isn't available 
VP Owens 
This organization no longer exists and is not a university 
recognized organization. 
Advisor Weathers 
What about the Cosmopolitan Club and Non-traditional Society? 
Advisor Buck 
You should amend it to as long as the organization is active. 
Advisor Weathers 
IFC, Panhellenic, and Pan-Hellenic will always remain at MSU. 
President Gay 
We should keep BSC, Cosmopolitan Club, and Non-Traditional 
Society. 
VP Owens 
The provision should say if the are an active organization. 
Advisor Weathers · · 
What about SAC and RHA because they are supported by the 
institution? 
VP Sharp 
The provision should say the organization will have a spot on 
Congress if they are in good standing with the university. 
Advisor Stephens 
For clarity, we need to add the tagline at the end of the 
Constitution. "When active and in good standing ... " 
Advisor Weathers 
When actively recognized by Morehead State University. 
VP Sharp 
That line should be added to Sub-Section F, G, and H. 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-Section K: 
We proposed to remove the Greek Representative from Sub-
Section K and add "One IFC Fraternity member, one Panhellenic 
Sorority member, and one Pan-Hellenic MPHC member .. " 
Advisor Weathers 
It should say "One initiated representative ... " 
VP Sharp 
We want to make sure that the representative does not have to be 
on the council. 
Advisor Stephens 
What about voting? Which system? Who can do this because it is 
complicated. It is a very good idea, though. 
VP Sharp 
This is going to be the toughest amendment for Congress to pass. 
President Gay 
Can this be put in the new voting system? Greek versus Non-
Greek 
Advisor Stephens 
It is a canned program. 
President Gay 
Do we know that it will work? 
Advisor Stephens 
We might have to do voting ballots in ADUC. 
VP Owens 
We might get more people to vote ifit was not online. 
Advisor Stephens 
The new program will be active in the Fall. 
President Gay . 
We should go ahead with this amendment and then we will work 
on how the voting system will work. 
Advisor Weathers 
There will be problems and we should go ahead with this proposal. 
President Gay · 
Article VI, Section 2, Sub-section B, Item 3, Point c, line 2, after 
" ... court.": 
Add "These summons must be delivered at least 24 hours before 
the date of appearance." 
Article VI, Section 10, Sub-section C, Item 1, after" ... docket ... ": 
Add "and enter plea." 
Article VI, Section 10, Sub-section C, Item 2, after " ... counsels,": 
Add "respectively'' 
Article VI, Section 11, Line 2, after" ... University." 
Add "These rights should be enumerated in the writ of summons" 
Article VI, Section 11, after Line G: 
Add "Line H: He/she has the right to testify in his/her own 
defense" 
Article VIII, Section 2, Sub-section B, Line 3, after" ... by ... ": 
Remove all language and add "The Executive Committee will 
oversee Congress elections each Fall semester." 
Advisor Stephens 
The procedures are approved by Congress in the spring. It needs 
to be passed by Congress. 
VP Owens 
So we should put in "approved by Congress during the previous 
spring semester. 
Advisor Weathers 
It should say "established before the spring term for the fall 
semester." · 
It would also be a conflict of interest. 
President Gay 
So we should leave Election Committee? 
Advisor Buck 
Should change it to appointed election committee. 
Wasn't there an amendment that changes the "Executive 
Committee" to "Executive Branch?" 
Advisor Stephens 
They were passed for the bylaws and should remain constant. 
Pr_esident Gay 
Article VI, Section 3, Sub-Section B, Line 5: 
Change " ... 27.,." to " ... 30 ... " 
Thirty hours is now Sophomore status. . 
Article VI, Section 3, Sub-Section B, Line 3: 
Change " ... until the close of the spring semester ... " with " ... until 
he/ she graduates or. resigns his/her position ... " 
Advisor Weathers 
Discussion 
That would be a mistake 
VP Sharp 
Wouldn't advise that. 
Advisor Stephens 
What about new officers? 
Advisor Weathers 
This is not the Supreme Court, but a university disciplined court. 
Advisor Buck 
Article V, Section 1, Sub-Section A 
Change "Committee" to "Branch" 
President Gay 
People will say why and we will say it is a consistency issue. 
We should have the first reading tomorrow and then have a 
proposal next week. 
Advisor Stephens 
The amendments are not clearly written, so we should wait until it 
is clean. 
President Gay delegated it to Advisor Buck 
Advisor Weathers 
It has to be perfect. 
President Gay 
CPE talked with BSBP and the retiring CPE, Ron Greenburg asked us 
three questions. 
1. Why do you go to college? 
2. How much do you influence tuition rates? 
3. How much energy do we change 1 % per year? 
4. What does SGA do to prepare people to go into the workforce? 
Most of SGA is spent for issues like parking, housing, and large event fund. 
Meeting of SGA President 
1. Academic Program Committee 
a. External reports for accountability 
b. A lot of time is spent on this committee 
2. Graduate Curriculum Committee 
3. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 
4. Academic Programs Review Committee 
5. Regulatory Advisory Committee 
6. Student Success Task Force 
Ineffective ifSGAPresident serves on these committees. 
Should designate a VP or Director to work on these tasks. 
SGA lacks in Academic Quality. 
VP Owens 
Very good idea 
VP Sharp 
Will it be year around or only part of the semester? 
. Advisor Buck 
Students will feel better if they talked to another student. 
Advisor Weathers 
The process of grievance begins with the Department Head. 
Advisor Buck 
One central student will help the students. 
President Gay 
This person would take time to help with the process. 
They would advocate better and get a fair shake with due process. 
VP Cotton 
Getting obligations is main problem with reliable students. 
Would have inconsistent working hours. 
A liaison system would be better. 
Advisor Stephens 
The idea is functionally neat, but it would be awkward for putting a 
student advocating for other students. 
It would be tough for telling this person to call the student saying their 
issue cannot be take care of is bad. 
Perfect theory, but unfair and unreasonable. 
VP Sharp 
Would they help with SGA Committees? If so, which one? 
Advisor Stephens 
Would this person be advocating or becoming a lawyer? 
Some cases would be appropriate and others would not. 
VP Owens 
This person couldn't act as a lawyer. 
Advisor Weathers 
This person should help the complaining student in the process of who to 
contact. 
VP Sharp 
Would it be feasible? 
Advisor Stephens 
We would then add another executive officer, so who would we cut? 
VP Owens 
SGA would not be innovative ifwe didn't take risks. 
This would take SGA in a new direction. 
President Gay 
SGA President doesn't feel empowered with being on so many 
committees. When one committee is busy, it take at least twenty hours to 
prepare. 
Advisor Weathers 
This VP could monitor other students on different academic committees. 
Advisor Stephens 
The role of serving on different academic committees is great, but not 
advocating for the academic affairs of the students. 
VP Sharp 
Ifwe add VP for Academic Programming, which VP would we eliminate? 
Advisor Stephens 
The position would have more validity ifhe or she was a VP, not Director. 
VP Sharp 
When President Gay was VP for Public Relations, his best move was 
hiring Brandon who had the technical skills. 
Advisor Weathers 
We should eliminate one VP and make it a Director. 
VP Owens 
We should remove VP for Campus Involvement because Campus 
Involvement Committee and VP Owens do the same job. 
Advisor Stephens 
Ifwe made the PR a Director, we could hire someone who knows how to 
use Photoshop, Quark, changing the website, and SGA Span. 
Great intern job. 
VP Owens 
SAC does a lot of the programs which get the campus more involved. 
Advisor Stephens 
Lecture Series should be put in Bylaws. 
VP Sharp 
Ifwe did that for this year, then wouldn't it conflict with elections? 
Advisor Stephens 
Not feasible for this year. 
Advisor Weathers 
This could be implemented for the 2008-2009 School Year. 
President Gay 
Could we move the elections to April? 
VP Owens 
Why are elections scheduled during midterms? 
Advisor Stephens 
It helps get the new· officer prepared for the summer. 
President Gay 
Doesn't it only have to go through Congress, Student Life, the Board of 
Regents? 
Advisor Weathers 
It wouldn't be feasible this semester. 
President Gay 
We could have sign-ups March 9, which would be two weeks before 
Spring Break. 
Advisor Weathers 
It would also have to be passed by two thirds of the people who vote. 
VP Owens 
Not feasible to be implemented for this year. 
Advisor Stephens 
It takes a full year to pass an amendment. 
VP Sharp 
We can still get this project rolling. 
VP Owens 
Can and will it happen. This should change SGA for the better 
VP Sharp 
We can table it until next week with Advisor Buck finding all of the mistakes. 
President Gay 
What about pictures? 
Advisor Stephens 
SeaHierra was working on it. 
President Gay delegated it to VP Owens. 
President Gay 
What day? How about Friday afternoon? 
VP Sharp 
It has to be after 2:00 pm. How about 3:00 Friday 
President Gay 
There will be three to four appointments for Congress. 
Announcements 
Wednesday, January 31, 2007, Soul Food Dinner starting at 5:30 in the Crager 
Room 
Thursday, February 1, 2007, MSU v. EKU starting at 5:15 in the AAC. 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up, Legislators starting at 10:00 in ADUC. 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education starting at 1 :00 in 
Frankfort KY. 
Meeting Adjourned: 6:28 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 




Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration 
V. P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 











Tuesday, February 06, 2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
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SAC Pres, Stewart 
Advisor Weathers 
Advisor Stephens 




Rally for Higher Education 
President Gay 
BSBP will not make a decision about the Rally until Wednesday, 
February 07, 2007 at 6:00 or 7:00 in the morning. 
Advisor Stephens 





Called and the final time to cancel is 5:30. 




What is the approximate itemized cost for this trip? 
President Gay 
About $900 for the bus and $300 for the food. 
VP Sharp 
What happened with the "Unbridled Potential" logo? 
President Gay 
We cannot print anymore of these logos? The Governor said we 
can't use it because it is a parody of their logo. 
Advisor Stephens 
If there is a delay, do we still want to participate in the Rally? 
Advisor Weathers 
As long as the buses can travel. 
Advisor Stephens 
If it rains or shines, we will still go. 
President Gay 




This creates a buffer zone. 
Date for Executive Board Elections 
President Gay 
We should start now and end in February. 
The candidates will campaign in March. 
The Election will occur in Mid-March 
VP Harmon 
Fifty-three people have registered for the Rally for Higher Education. 
VP Sharp 
The Funding Request Forms are working extremely well. 
There were some receipts that have not been accounted for, so we are 
going to take out of the Public Relations Committee Budget. 
The new Funding Request Forms will have an additional comment that the 
receipt will have to be attached to the form. 
Will Man of the Year still be shown tonight? 
VP Owens 
Yes, and if no one shows up then the movie will not be shown. 
Listen-Up, Legislators was bad until VP Owens directed them to the room. 
VP Dilley 
Old Business 
Making signs for Civic Engagement Week 
President Gay 
Were the signs passed to the Residence Halls' mailboxes? 
VP Sharp 
The papers were on a table in Field's Hall. 
VP Harmon 
The papers were put in each mailbox at Butler Hall. 
Constitution Review 
President Gay 
There were a lot of little mistakes. 
VP Dilley 
Executive Committee was not changed to Executive Branch. 
Public Relations committee will not to a paper scrapbook. 
VP of PR should not have to do a paper scrapbook. 
They need to do something that includes some of the documents 
which would give future SGA members inspiration. 
President Gay 
VP of Administration will keep the documents of SGA events. 
VP Sharp 
VP of PR did a electronic scrapbook last year. 
Advisor Weathers 
Someone needs to do an electronic scrapbook since a paper 
scrapbook is not done anymore. 
President Gay 
Did a video scrapbook last year. 
Advisor Weathers 
The scrapbook has a historic impact. We can learn from our past 
experiences. 
VP Dilley 
Couldn't find any pictures of the Rally from last year. 
President Gay 
What about the changes in the positions in the Executive Branch? 
Change VP of Campus Involvement to VP of Academic Quality. 
Change VP of PR to Director of PR. 
Allowing Campus Involvement Committee to take on the process. 
VP Dilley 
I agree. 
The PR Chairman is a very important position and SGA doesn't 
need a VP of PR and PR Chairman. 
VP Sharp 
What time should we propose these Constitutional Amendments? 
President Gay 
We should do it by article. 
VP Owens 
We were planning on making the Director of PR a work study 
position. 
VP Sharp 
The SGA President will appoint the Director. 
VP Dilley 
That is a great idea. 
President Gay 
Was not a good VP of PR without Brandon Omohundro. 
The Executive Branch could hire the Director of PR. 
This voting staff would not have any voting privileges. 
Morehead State is the only university without an Executjve Staff. 
We could put this rule in the by-laws. 
Change VP of CI to VP of Scholarship / Academic Quality 
Met with President of CPE 
VP Owens 
How do we prepare Morehead Students for the Real World? 
SGA only advocates for housing. 
We could revolutionize SGA. 
· The money we save from the VP of Campus Involvement goes to 
the work study for VP of Academic Quality. 
Serving on all of the committees would be a job. 
President Gay 
The Constitution says that the College Representatives are 
supposed to serve on their respective committees. 
Advisor Stephens 
Frnr. President Marion said the previous issue was not possible. 
President Gay 
We should strike that rule from the Constitution. 
VP Dilley 
When do the Academic Committees pick their time? 
President Gay 
The Chair picks the time that is most reasonable. 
Advisor Weathers 
The Faculty Committees with student representatives normally 
pick a time that is during the peak hours for students. 
President Gay 
We should put an amendment to strike both CI and PR VP 
We should advise using a President's Council. 
Advisor Weathers 
We need to be careful to not appoint a lot of important positions. 
VP Owens 
We will only appoint one position. 
Advisor Weathers 
Electing five positions by popular vote is a good number. 
President Gay 
If this situation happens, then the President would split a tie vote. 
We are also reorganizing SGA Congress. 
Four Freshmen Representatives 
Four Sophomore Representatives 
Four Junior Representatives 
Four Senior Representatives 
Two Graduate Representatives 
Remove Family Housing Representative and Strike the Areas from 
the Housing Sub-section. 
Add 5 At-Large University Housing Representatives and change 
three to Five Commuter Representatives. 
VP Dilley 
How many Commuters are there? 
Advisor Weathers 
There are 3,500 commuters and 2,500 housing students 
VP Dilley 
Should it be reorganized, like a 6 Commuter Reps. and 4 Housing Reps? 
Advisor Weathers 
Housing students use more services offered at Morehead State. 
VP Dilley 
Does the University Farm have internet in the rooms? 
President Gay 
I would assume they did. 
President Gay delegated it to Advisor Weathers 
Discussion 
Financial Aid Campaign 
VP Owens 
Donna King was unavailable this week. 
Will call her again and if she does not pick up, will call Dana Seelig 
Executive Branch Elections 
President Gay 
What should the timeline be? 
Advisor Stephens 
The primary election should be March 6, and the general election 
should be March 13. 
VP Sharp 
It was bad last year due to midterms. 
Advisor Stephens 
When are midterms? 
VP Sharp 
March 6, 2007. 
President Gay 
Should we do it before Spring Break, or move it until after Spring 
Break? 
VP Sharp 
Like March 27 and April 3? 
Advisor Weathers 
Is there any date in the Constitution which says the elections have 
to occur? 
President Gay . 
During the middle of the term. There is no specific date. 
Advisor Stephens 
What about campaigning? 
President Gay 
Also, what about Datatel? 
Advisor Stephens 
We will use Datatel. 
VP Sharp 
So then would we start campaigning the day before Spring Break? 
Advisor Stephens 
Should we do it another week? 
President Gay 
We should keep it the way it is. 
Advisor Stephens 
Were there any problems last year? 
VP Sharp 
We have the primary, Rally for Higher Education, and midterms. 
Now there will be no Rally. 
VP Dilley 
Plus, the advisors do not follow the schedule anyway. 
President Gay 
So the Primary will be March 6, and General Election will be on 
March 13. 
Advisor Stephens 
Sign-ups will end February 22 and that will be the Campaign 
Meeting. 
President Gay 
Should we start sign-ups this Thursday? 
We need to begin publicizing. 
Advisor Stephens 
We need to make up some sign-up forms. 
We should begin sign-ups this Monday. 
Then we would have nine school days left to sign-up. 
Advisor Weathers 
We should announce it tomorrow at the Congress meeting. 
VP Sharp 
We should put it on the website. 
Advisor Stephens 
We could have sign-ups at Recycled Percussion as well as the 
Thursday ballgame. 
Advisor Stephens 
Student Concerns are still wasting time at the SGA meetings. 
We need to have concern cards so Congressmen can write them 
down and pass to VP Weathers. 




Who is responsible? 
VP Sharp 
I will do it. 
President Gay 
VP Sharp will announce the changes, leave the cards in the back of 
the room, and tum in to highest ranking advisor. 
They can also fill it out online. 
Advisor Stephens 
It should begin tomorrow at the Congress meeting. 
President Gay delegated Executive Branch sign-up sheets to VP Cotton 
VP Sharp 
Spread the word. 
President Gay 
Here is the schedule. 
Sign-ups for the Executive Branch Officers will be due by 
February 22. 
Candidates meeting will be February 22. 
Advisor Stephens 
The candidates will have a full week to campaign. 
The Primary Election is March 6, 2007. 
The General Election is March 13, 2007. 
President Gay 
Announcements 
VP Cotton is in charge. 
The decision of whether or not we will have the Rally will be made 
before 7:00. 
Wednesday, February 07, 2007, Rally for Higher Education from 8:00 am - 4:00 
pm in Frankfort, KY 
Meeting Adjourned, 5:12 pm 
Announcements 
Friday, January 26, 2007, SGA Spring Retreat 4:30-8:30 at 301 in ADUC 
Monday, February 5, 2007, Listen-Up Legislators 10:00 am-3:00 pm in ADUC 
Wednesday, February 7, 2007, Rally for Higher Education I :00 in Frankfort, KY 
Meeting adjourned 5:42 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, February 13, 2007 
Call to Order 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports: 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
President's Report - Rally, Provost Search, Rec Center Committee 
Executive VP Report 
V.P. for Administration - Executive Staff 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement- Financial Aid Campaign 
V.P. Public Relations 
Old Business 
VP for Academic Success 
Open 
The VP for Academic Success is the chief academic officer of the Student Government Association. 
The major duties of the VP for Academic Affairs shall include: 
1. To serve as an advocate for academic excellence 
2. To be committed to student success 
3. To serve as a student representative in academic program review, methods of instructional delivery 
evaluation, and assessment of student learning outcomes 
4. To advocate for maintaining high standards that prepare students for entrance into the workforce or 
graduate school 
5. To serve as a Student Government liaison with leadership in faculty senate, academic affairs, 


















MSU Basketball vs. JACKSONVILLE 
Valentine's Day "Dinner and a Movie" Hitch 
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Members Absent, Excused: 
Reports 
President Gay 
Rally for Higher Education 
Huge success 
40 people from Morehead traveled to KY 
37 students 
President Andrews, Dean Koett, Ad. Stephens 
Great press coverage 
WKYT,FOX 
In all of Kentucky's newspapers 
BSBP joined Rep. Damron to file the bill supporting Agency 
Bonding 
Provost Forum 
VP Harmon sent out e-mails saying what time the interviews were 
Will help the University for hopefully ten years. 
Provost can be more important than the President at times 
Two more forums for the other candidates Friday, February 16, 
2007 and Monday, February 19, 2007. 
Recreation Center Committee 
Back in action and will travel to other universities 
VP Cotton 
City Council Meeting 
Met yesterday 
Wal-Mart Supercenter is being built 




Construction will begin in two months and end in August 
Local Transportation 
Mayor Collins will put a stop at Laughlin to drive students 
to Wal-Mart or wherever they need to go 
Election Committee Meeting 
First meeting will be tonight at 6:00 p.m. 
Working on compiling a sheet with all of the SGA Directors. 




Financial Aid Campaign 
Met with Donna King to go over ideas for the campaign 
Have a SGA Table which prevents facts for turning in F ASF A 
Monday-Thursday from 10:00-2:00 
Will also have Financial Aid Counselors at the table 
Will also have posters across campus about turning in F ASF A 
Bookmarks are ordered and SGA will pass them out 
Will receive them either next Friday or Monday. 
Donna King wants cost of an advertisement in the Trai!Blazer 
President Gay 
A full page is $450.00 
VP Owens 
Environmental Awareness Week begins February 26, 2007 and ends 
March 9, 2007. 
Voter Registration 
VP Dilley 
30-35 people registered to vote and Rep. Hockenberry already 
mailed the registrations in 
50-55 people signed up for door prizes (prizes will be drawn 
tomorrow) · 
The money is well spent. 
Jenny Buckwall will make Frisbees out of recycled materials 
Newsletters articles will be due tomorrow 
SGA SPAN had 4 candidates, but all had reasons to not be chosen 




Advisor Weathers sent an e-mail saying Chief Executive Officer 
shouldn't be the title for the new Executive Officer 
Advisor Weathers 
1bis title doesn't sound like the other positions in the Executive Branch 
It is a wrong tone 
The purpose of this position is to serve as an advocate for 
academic excellence and committed to student success. 
VP Sharp 
She said what we discussed at the Constitutional Review Meeting 
President Gay will send the email with the changes 
President Gay 
We could vote at the Congress Meeting, but we will wait until 
there are no more complaints 
We will also have three separate proposals 
List of Executive Staff 
VP Dilley 
Most of the SGA's have a Director of Publicity or 
Communication 
We are making sure the Director of Publicity has technical 
skills · 
Another officer is Chief of Staff 
Will the director be a Vice President? 
President Gay 
The Director Position will not be an elected position 
VP Owens · 
The Director will not have voting rights 
President Gay 
We will put the Executive Staff in the Bylaws 
The Chairman of Public Relations could be the Director 
Should we move forward with this proposal? 
VP Owens 
Ifwe do not do it now, then when will we move forward? 
President Gay 
We will put it iµ discussion unless anyone else has any problems. 
Online Voting System 
Advisor Buck 
Online Voting System 
Was contacted by Big Pulse 
Cost of unlimited polls, votes for 9,000 students for 12 
months is $4,300 
Can also be linked to online services 
Will also be accommodated to work with Residence Hall 
and Greeks 
Discussion 
Also have different security settings 
Low Setting - everyone can vote multiple times 
High Setting - everyone can vote once 
Full Service is $5,970 
Ifwe do buy this, then the entire campus will use the polls. 
Advisor Weathers · 
We need to discuss the issue with the other organizations who vote. 
Staff Congress 
This is a campus-wide issue 
Advisor Buck 
Other systems are available 
. Big Pulse will give us a 20% discount 
VP Cotton 
Will this affect Executive Branch Elections? 
President Gay 
It will not, but it will affect the Fall Representative elections. 
We need to talk to VP Patrick 
Delegated it to Advisor Weathers 
Advisor Buck 
The cost is added in number of student increments of 200. 
Advisor Weathers 
Is the number of students the number you gave to them? 
Advisor Buck 
Unsure, but knows for a fact that the elections can be tied into 
Online Services 
This program can also send a receipt to the voter with who they 
voted. 
They will also make graphs of the results. 
Advisor Weathers 
Electricity will be off 11 :00 on Sunday, February 18, 2007 for about 30 
minutes. 
Physical Plant will be switching back to the regular system 
The two residence halls affected will be Fields and Mignon Hall 
Has been communicated to these residence halls 
Wants more planned warnings 
VP Sharp will inform people in Field's Hall 
President Gay 
Thanks to VP Cotton to go to City Council meeting 
Great for International students or students who do not have rides 
Advisor Buck 
The bus stopped at ADUC today 
• VP Cotton 
There might be more than one stop at the University 
Most feasible at Laughlin 
VP Dilley 
The bus should stop at some of the Residence Halls 
VP Cotton 
Will talk to the Colonel 
President Gay 
Knows that the bus stops at the Courthouse 
It is a great thing to have someone to work with City Council 
VP Cotton. 
Committee Chairs meeting will be this Wednesday, February 14, 2007 in 
the SGA Office . 
Motion to close by VP Owens, seconded by VP Cotton 
Meeting adjourned 4:49 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, February 20, 2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 













Discussion Items . 
Executive Staff 
Chief of staff 
Director of PR 






Mar.1 6 p.m. 
Adjournment 
OVC Tournament 
Marga-Relay-ville for Life 
MSU OVC Basketball Tourney 
MC 
Wetherby Gym 
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For officer reports, we will begin having an opening sharing session. 
Provost Search Candidates 
President Gay 
One more meeting is left. 
The Provost Search Committee will give a recommendation and 
the President will make the final decision. 
Financial Aid Campaign 
VP Owens 
The first two days went well 
Rep. Arnett made a very good PowerPoint Presentation 
Donna King scheduled Financial Aid Counselors to work at the 
table in ADUC 
SGA handed out pens with a list of all of the Financial Aid 
Counselors 
Jami Hornbuckle said university marketing will pay for 50 posters 
Toni Hobbs created the advertisement which 
March 15 is the deadline 
Environmental Awareness Campaign 
VP Owens 
Met with Earth Day Cleanup Committee 
April Haight said trash volume has decreased which should 
be due to less trash being picked up 
There will be a cigarette butt contest 
SGA will do an educational program some ideas are 
a. Clear-cutting debate 
b. Logging on Public Lands versus Logging on Private 
Lands 
c. Logging Reclamation 
President Gay 
Dr. Hennan is a good contact 
Election Committee 
VP Cotton 
Will meet tonight at 6:00 
Candidate sign-ups will end Thursday, February 22, 2007 at 4:00 
Candidate meeting will be Thursday, February 22, 2007 at 5:00 
Committee Chair Meeting 
VP Cotton 
Discussed the new Constitutional Amendments 
The new VP's and Directors 
Promoting SGA 
VP Dilley 
We will have a big SGA sign 
Also have yard signs made 
VP Gay 
We need to have the SGA website visible 
Consistency 
Logo is a great idea 
VP Cotton 
It is a great idea as long as the PR Committee takes the banner 
down before bad weather. 
VP Dilley 
Wants the SGA logo bigger 
Also, move "Event Today'' and website lower on the signs. 
VP Owens 
What is on the SGA Banner? 
VP Dilley 
Should add "Bring big event fund" 
President Gay 
That is a lot of information 
VP Cotton 
Wouldn't read it because it is too much of information 
VP Dilley 
Should have information which is interesting about SGA 
Scholarships are not publicized 
Movie Fund 
VP Owens 
Should definitely have movie on the banner 
VP Dilley 
Rep. Hollon wants a 4 ft. banner, but would desire a longer banner 
VP Owens 
What is the cost? 
President Gay 
The last banner costs $25 0 
VP Dilley 
It is projected to be $750, but PR committee will not do SGA SP AN 
VP Cotton 
How long will we hang it up? 
VP Dilley 
We could hang it every Wednesday. 
VP Owens 
What about foam boards? 
VP Dilley 
They are durable, but not rain proof 
VP Sharp 
How long is PR Committee waiting on canceling SGA SP AN 
VP Dilley 
Candidates are either not qualified, or have a conflict of interest. 
VP Owens 
Banners need to be bought soon because it will take a while to 
make banners 
VP Dilley 
Just wanted feedback 
President Gay 
PR should order SGA board and yard signs, but should put more 
effort in the banner 
VP Dilley 
Will not order banner until is it professionally made. 
VP Owens 
Should give the first draft to Advisor Stephens or Toni Hobbs at 
University Marketing 
VP Dilley 
Wanted University Marketing to design the banner 
VP Owens 
Campus Involvement wanted to get a Cheerleading banner and will 
have a stipulation to have a ceremony. 
Advisor Weathers 
There will not be enough time. Should hang it now and will unveil 
it at a later date 
VP Owens 
Rebecca Holbrook cannot find the dimensions for the other banners 
Put both Co-ed and AIi-giri on the banner 
Want to get a price before a proposal comes to the floor 
Will give $400 for the Rally for Life to sponsor members 
President Gay delegated it to VP Weathers 
President Gay 
Are there any new projects? 
Advisor Weathers 
Recreation Center Committee Meeting 
Received a call from Joe Kline 
The architects of the have been appointed. 
The architects will have a presentation for the 
students and any student in a forum. 
This forum will be March 13 at 3:30 in ADUC 
President Gay 
Should Campus Involvement Committee or Physical Improvement 
put that together? 
President Gay delegated it to VP Cotton to delegate it to Physical 
Improvement Committee 
Advisor Weathers 
This forum is on Founder's Day 
VP Cotton 
Who should I direct them to if they have any questions? 
Advisor Weather 




The most controversial pertains to the Greek Representation 
VP Dilley 
We should keep the amendments to where it stands. 
VP Owens 
How many people are against it? 
The majority opposing it is Anti-Greek 
Advisor Weather 
SGA should have it because the three Greek Orgs. are umbrella 
organizations 
VP Owens 
These three orgs are just like RHA and SAC 
President Gay 
Ifthere is some opposition, then we need to show that Freshmen 
are also in abundance on Congress 
VP Owens 
We need to describe this in a constructive way, not using a 
negative light 
Advisor Weathers 
We don't want the Greeks to feel disenfranchised. 
VP Dilley 
There are a lot of Greeks which were outvoted at the beginning of 
the semester 
President Gay 
If the amendment doesn't pass, then we need strike out the Greek 
Amendment, and pass the rest 
Advisor Weathers 
Student Life will not pass it without the Greek Section in the 
Amendments 
President Gay 
It will also have to passed by a popular vote among campus 
These amendments will need to be hashed out before March 13 
Advisor Weathers 
If the Greek Section is included and fails in Congress, then you 
will have to start over 
President Gay 
There are some members of Congress who will always fail this 
Amendment 
There are plenty of people on the fence 
VP Owens 
Everyone needs to stay until all Amendments have been voted on 
President Gay 








She was the Greek Representative last year 
President Gay 
We kept BSC and Cosmopolitan Club 
We will give IFC, Panhellenic, and Pan-Hellenic to each be 
represented 
VP Sharp 
A lot of non-Greeks have a bad personal view with Greeks 
President Gay 
We need to be sure that we are positive discuss these personal 
issues 
Advisor Weathers 
These three councils are Umbrella Organizations 
VP Dilley 
A lot of Greeks are involved with campus activities 
President Gay 
For the Executive Board, are we going to have one Amendment or 
three, one for each position? 
Advisor Weathers 
We should have one because that would speed up the meeting 
President Gay 
We will have three proposals: 
I. Legislative Branch 
2. Executive Branch 
3. Judicial Branch 
VP Dilley 
If they tum down the second Amendment, then we can separate the 
Greek part our of it 
Advisor Weathers 
We need to set the limit to two comments 
VP Owens 
One person can make up to two comments 
President Gay 
Everyone has the opportunity to speak once 
VP Owens 
We need to be sure to tell them it would be fair and equal 
representation 
VP Sharp 
There are 600 Greek now, not 900 
Discussion 
Three Executive Staff Positions 
VP Dilley 
Will these positions be hired positions? 
President Gay 
These positions will be based on qualifications, not electability 
These positions will include: Chief of Staff, Director of PR, and 
Director of Academic Success 
VP Owens 




Director of Public Relations should be a work study 
VP Dilley 
VP for Academic Success will soon be part of the Executive Staff 
President Gay 
It will be a year layover and we will shape that position with the 
Director of Academic Success 
VP Owens 
Every other school in Kentucky has a Chief of Staff 
The President would be free to do other things 
Advisor Weathers 
Why will we have a Director of Academic Success? 
President Gay 
So we can shape that position to what we want 
VP Cotton 
These changes will take effect this fa.II 
President Gay 
The other positions will not take effect until the 2008-2009 School 
Year 
VP Dilley 
We are molding that Executive Branch position 
VP Owens 
President Gay will make the decision on these Directors 
VP Dilley 
Where will the money come from? 
VP Sharp 
Thought that these positions were appointed, not paid 
We should wait a year to put them into the pay schedule 
VP Dilley 
The Chief of Staff does not need to be paid 
The Chief of Staff is performing a duty for SGA 
VP Cotton 
Aren't some ofthe duties ofthe ChiefofStaffthe same of 
Executive Vice President? 
President Gay 
All Presidents at other schools have a Chief of Staff 
The Chief of Staff has a dual role 
If the President has to be in two place at one time, the President 
will go to one place, and the Chief of Staff will go to the other 
place 
VP Cotton 
Wouldn't that interfere with the Executive Vice President's 
position? 
President Gay 
The Chief of Staff will meet informally with all of the Committees 
The Chief of Staff will balance the President's duties 
VP Cotton 
Announcements 
The Chief of Staff will take a bulk of responsibility from the Vice 
President 
Tuesday, February 27, 2007, OVC Tournament in the AAC 
Thursday, March I, 2007, Marga-Relay-ville for Life, 6:00 in the Wetherby Gym 
Meeting Adjourned: 5:21 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, February 27, 2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 




Executive V. P. 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement 









Rec. Center Forum 
Housing Forum 
Exec Staff -PR Director? Marketing Director? Director for Academic Success? 
The Chief of Staff serves as an assistant to advise and support the Student Government 
Association President in the administration of his/her duties. 
The responsibilities of the Chief of Staff include: 
1. Supervise and assist in the progress of the goals and initiatives set by the organization 
2. Serve as a liaison to university and student organization leadership on behalf of the 
President 
3. Work with the Student Activities Secretary Specialist, Conference Services Manager and 
other personnel to provide sufficient operational support to the Student Government 
Association 
4. Represent the Student Government Association President when the Executive Vice 
President is unable 
Board of Directors 
• The board of directors shall consist of any directors the president deems necessary and 
all appointments shall be approved by the exec cabinet 
• Directors must be enrolled for credit at MSU 
• Directors must be in good standing with the university 
• Board of directors shall report to the chief of staff 










Women's Basketball vs. UT Martin 
Marga-Relay-ville for Life 
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Tuesday, February 27, 2007 
The new Provost will be Dr, Karla Hughes 
The university will head into a new direction 
Invite Dr. Hughes to come to a meeting to introduce herself 
BSBP 
The BSBP will come to Morehead April 6, 2007 which is Good Friday 
-' If anyone is interested to help out, let him know 
Advisor Weathers 
Is BSBP going to be autonomous? Did they .file for a separate entity? 
President Gay 
BSBP will foe.us on lobbying more. Currently, BSBP is part of the 
University ofKentucy. 
Advisor Weathers · 
This was done so all of the Universities would not put a lot of money in 
one person's checking account 
Advisor Stephens 
When was this rule established? 
President Gay 
Unsure when someone created a checking account with UK 
Advisor Stephens 
UK loves to be affiliated with BSBP. KLA has a checking account with 
UK. 
Advisor Weathers 
The purpose was to make this account a flow through account 
President Gay 
This opportunity to meet the President's will be given to the new 
Executive Branch, as well. The only President who I know is running 
again is the President ofEKU 
Advisor Stephens . 
Executive Branch Sign-ups are over 
President Gay 
Recreational Center Forum 
Delegated VP Dilley to publicize the Recreational Center Forum 
VP Cotton 
Executive Branch Candidates 
Candidate's qieeting was last week 
There are two contested races 
When is the Larry Stephen's Endowment. going to be publicized? 
President Gay 
Barbara Ender will be at the Congress Meeting this week 
_Advisor Stephens 
We will decide on the rules. We just have to get the amount of interest 





Working on updating the website 
VP Sharp 
No funding request forms have been filled out this week 
·wm be unable to make the Congress meeting this week 
VP Owens 
Environmental Awareness Committee 
Went to the Earth Day Committee meeting today 
SGA will have a logging forum April 25, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. 
Button will be reserved from 5:00 - 9:00 
Talked to Committee and Paul Loveless 
Here are other dates 
Unveiling of Bronze Statue April 4, 2007 
Triplett Creek Presentation April 11, 2007 
Food Round Table April 18, 2007 
Campus Clean-up April 20, 2007 from 3 :00-6:00 
Dinner will be served at 6:00 at Laughlin 
Advisor Stephens 
April 20 is a SOAR Day 
VP Owens 
Financial Aid Awareness-Week 
Went very well 
Will distribute leftover posters across campus 
VP Dilley 
Working on signs for Executive Branch Election 
Voting materials will have a milk carton with a question mark in the face 
Going to get Student Discount Cards to offer to students 
Instead of showing ID, students will show these cards to businesses 
These cards will be free this year fo try them out 
President Gay · 
Will attend the Chamber of Congress Meeting and will ask if any new 
businesses want to be added to the cards 
VP Dilley 
Rep. Spalding is in charge of this project 
VP Sharp 




Went with VP Owens to Earth Day Committee Meeting 
Recreational Center Forum will be March 13, 2007. 
This event needs to be publicized a lot. 
We have one week to publicize 
VP Owens 
Did Advisor Weathers check on the Cheerieading Banner? 
Advisor Weathers 
The AAC ran out of spots to put another banner, but is working on getting 
additions to other banners. 
Advisor Stephens 
Primary Election will be Tuesday and needs to talk with the PR 
Committee to publicize it · 
Advisor Weathers 
There is only one contested race 





The only contested race is VP for Finance. Jason Marion was one of the 
first peof>le to have an uncontested race. 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Recreational Center Forum is being hosted by Physical Improvement 
Committee 
VP Cotton 
Advisor Weathers, did anyone talk to you from the Physical Improvement 
. Committee? 
Advisor Weathers 
Rep. Ash talked to me 
President Gay, 
. When will publicity be completed? 
VP Dilley 




Bran.don Oberschlake used the old foam board for Recycled Percussion 
President Gay 
Should we host another Housing Forum? 
Advisor Weathers 
We could do an electronic or paper newsletter which would outline the 
plan? 
VP Owens 
RHA can stuff the newsletters in the mailboxes 
VP Sharp 
Can someone make sure the letters are stuffed in the mailboxes? 
Advisor Weathers 
The post office is in charge of the mailboxes, and it might cost to stuff 
some of the newsletters. 
Advisor Buck 
We can also put them on bulletin boards. 
VP Sharp 
We can also put them in ADUC 
Advisor Weathers 
Should SGA or RHA be in charge of the newsletters? 
President Gay 
Housing has the information, so they should create the newsletter 
Executive Staff 
President Gay 
The agenda has the description of the Chief of Staff 
It has a compilation of the responsibilities 
The President is overwhelmed with responsibilities 
We should create an Executive Staff or Board of Directors 
Each Director would have specific purposes 
The President will appoint each position 
Some directors will be standing, and others will not 
Advisor Stephens 
Will these directors be Congress members? 
President Gay 
People want to be involved with specific purposes, but not go to 
the meetings. This would empower them. 
Advisor Stephens 
Do you see a problem with relations within Congress if you give 
power to members outside of Congress? 
VP Cotton · 
There is a lot of overlap in the duties of Chief of Staff and 
. Executive Vice President 
VP Sharp 
Isn't the Board of Directors the Committee Chair? 
Advisor Stephens 
Congress meetings are the place to get things done. This would 
create a problem 
VP Sharp 
Congress members could perceive a problem 
Advisor Weathers · 
These directors would receive the recognition 
Advisor Stephens 
There could be a lot of power for these directors in ten years. 
Congress is disgruntled. They don't feel like they receive enough 
credit and maybe power. This is mainly a timing issue. 
VP Owens 
Permanent positions are fine, but we shouldn't have standing 
directors. 
Advisor Stephens 
Is the Chief of Staff a voting member of SGA? 
President Gay . 
1 The Chi~f of Staff will act as a proxy 
Advisor Stephens · · 
The Chief of Staff is Daimeon 
VP Cotton 
What would be the difference between Chief of Staff and 
Executive Vice President? 
Advisor Stephens 
What is the Chief of Staff and will they be paid? 
. President Gay 
This is a common practice. The Chief of Staff would be the main 
supporter of the President and attend functions when the President 
has to be in two places at the same time. · 
Advisor Weathers 
Most SGA's are modeled from the US Government and the Chief 
of Staff is the fall guy, 
/ 
Advisor Stephens 
Who has a Chief of Staff? 
President Gay 
All SGA's in Kentucky 
Advisor Stephens 
What duties will the Chief of Staff take from the Executive Vice 
President? 
President Gay . 
The Chief of Staff would coordinate meetings, making sure 
everyt!µng is set up. The Chief of Staff would take work from the 
President. 
VP Sharp 
If the President has more responsibilities' than he or she can handle, 
then that work can be spread among all of the Executive Branch. 
Advisor Stephens 
Getting a Chief of Staff is unnecessary. Diverting work from the 
President is·unnecessary. People will not run for Executive 
Branch. It is bad timing and will create a bad perception. 
President Gay 
It is not as bad as it sounds. Some of the Congress members will 
never be satisfied. 
Advisor Stephens 
It is a bad conversation of perception. This would add more roles 
instead of telling the committee what their roles are. The Board of 
Directors will counter other positions. 
Advisor Weathers 
There is nothing which prohibits people who are not a Congress · 
member to be part of a committee. 
Advisor Stephens 
Who has the Board of Directors? 
President Gay 
· Eastern Kentucky University has it. 
Advisor Stephens 
We are having growing pains. We will definitely lose members if 
we get Congress members. Will the structure still be there in five 
years? 
Advisor Weathers 
Will these positions be put in the Constitution? 
President Gay 
It will be put in the Bylaws, the idea was presented to myself by 
BSBP. These are just some solutions to the problem. 
VP Dilley 
What is the difference between Director of PR and Director of 
Marketing? 
President Gay 
The Director of PR will speak to people and groups whereas the 
Director of Marketing will be in charge of flyers and ti)e website. 
We need to get people who have these technical skills. 
Advisor Stephens 
We will not have people consistently wanting to serve as these 
directors every year. They will not want to volunteer their time. It 
will take work-studies, maybe. It will take time to mesh it with 
what we got. 
VP Dilley 
I thought we w:ere just going to get rid of VP of CI and PR, and 
add VP for Academic Excellence and create a Marketing Director. 
VP Cotton 
This is just brainstorming time. We are not going to make a final 
decision yet. 
President Gay 
The Academic Director will be temporary until i~ is passed by the 
students. 
VP Dilley . 
We already have a problem with VP for PR, PR Chairman, and PR 
Committee. · 
President Gay 
This will not happen immediately. 
VP Owens 
These decisions will not happen this year, and is not a viable 
conversation. 
President Gay · 
Announcement 
We are just discussing ideas. There is some merit in the Chief of 
Staff. 
MSU Job Fair March 6, 2007, Third Floor of Crager Room from 10:00 a.m.-1:00 
p.m. . 
Meeting adjourned at 5: 15 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, March 6, 2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports: 
President's - Reading Day 
Executive V.P. 
V.P. for Administration 
V.P. for Finance 
V.P. Campus Involvement- Environmental Awareness 










Eagle Lake Trail 
Rec. Center Forum 










SAFT Women's Day Poetry Reading 
Recreation Center Forum 
FAFSA Priority Deadline 
Spring Break Spring Back 
SGA 
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President Gay . 
Reading Day 
Met with Dr. Lindell and Dean Koett 
Found out that President Andrews is not in favor with reissuing 
Reading Day , 
President Andrews would like to see some empirical data which 
would show thatReading Day is beneficial 
VP Sharp 
How could we give President Andrews empirical data? 
President Gay 
Finding online studies 
Advisor Buck 
Weren't there 14-16 schools who had Reading Day? 
President Gay 
40% of the schools had Reading Day 
VP Sharp 
How many of the schools had a dead week? 
President Gay 
Less than 40% had a dead week 
If we want him to reconsider, then we need to find strong evidence 
Had a difficult time finding this evidence 
VP Cotton 
How was it previously changed? 
President Gay 
It was based on what students wanted 
We could pass a resolution, but that is only the opinion of SGA 
President Andrews believes that the popular opinion i~ in favor of 
Reading Day 
VP Sharp 
What evidence have you found so far? 
Advisor Buck 
Found two articles which are in favor, and two articles which were 
opposed 
President Gay 
Spent 3 hours and couldn't find enough data 
Advisor Stephens 
How did you go searching for this subject matter? 
President Gay 
Searched most databases 
Advisor Stephens , 
What did you search for? 
President Gay 
Reading Day, Dead Week, Study week, preparation techniques 
VP Owens 
We could call some schools 
Advisor Stephens 
That is a person's opinion. Our schedule is our opinion. Since 
everyone has a reading day, that doesn'.t mean we have to have 
reading day. 
VP Owens 
So we need scientific research? 
President Gay 
Dr. Lindell and Dean Koett proposed a final schedule which begins 
two school days earlier and have the finals spread out so the most 
final exams a person would have in one· day is two exams. 
Advisor Stephens 
What about graduation? 
President Gay 
These people want these students to decompress 
There would be 6 exams for the first week, and 10 exams the second 
week · 
Advisor Stephens 
Do most students want reading day or reading night? 
President Gay 
This would create a more spread out finals week 
This would be a very radical idea 
The idea was to make student perform at their best 
Some students could be finished in two days and have a week to 
prepare for graduation 
• 
There would be no afternoon exams which would be saved for 
afternoon assessments 
VP Dilley 
Would this plan keep up longer? 
President Gay 
VP Cotton 
It would make us go two days earlier. We would also get a Fall 
Break 
Banquet 
If anyone has any ideas for banquet, please let him know .. 
Will send out the proposed plan by email 
Advisor Buck has already reserved the room 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Will meet with Funding and Awards Committee to come up with the 
rules 
Candidates meeting 
This Thursday at 5:00 p.m. in the Riggle Room 
President Gay 
VP Harmon 
Has the old program for last year's banquet 
We can go off the same thing 
Met with Dr. C. Nelson Grote and sounded interested to be this 
year's speaker · 
Dr. Grote pushed "What a student is" 
Dr. Grote instilled a lot of things with SGA 
Dr. Grote would love to be the speaker 




Met with the Earth Day Committee last week 
Will meet with the Campus Involvement Committee to have an update on 
the Environmental Awareness Campaign 
VP Harmon 
Where will the Logging Forum take place? 
VP Owens 
Button Drill Room 
VP Dilley 




Go through me 
VP Dilley 
The Recreational Center flyer theme will be "Coming Soon" 
VP Sharp 
Just be sure to attach a flyer to the funding request form 
VP Dilley 
Set up the Executive Branch Sign-up table in ADUC 
Very happy with the number of volunteers 
President Gay 
What about t-shirts? 
Advisor Stephens 
They are in the office and look great 
VP Cotton 
Does Rep. Hollon have the receipts for the candidates so Sue can 




Will the PR Committee have a work study for SGA Span? 
VP Dilley 
It probably will not happen this year. Rep. Hollon will meet with a 
guy to design the banner. 
VP Sharp 





In November, Governor Fletcher appointed a Task Force for Safety 
Gail Minger is the chair of this task force 
Her son died in a dorm fire at Murray State in 1998 
Chief of Police at Morehead, Joe Kline is on the committee 
This task force will have open forums all over the state 
If anyone is interested to attend these forums, then they should go to one of 
the sites from 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
The sites are: 
1. March 13 at Prestonsburg 
2. March' 15 at Northern Kentucky University 
3. March 20 at the University ofLouisville 
4. March 22 at East!)m Kentucky University 
5. · March 27 at Murray State University 
6. March 28 at Western Kentucky University 
Two of these forums are during Spring Break and another one is during 
Founder's Day 
Plan on going to the forum at Northern Kentucky University 
If anyone is interested, then we can get a group of students to go there 
The problems is that these forums haven't been publicized as well as March 
is a bad time for these forums 
President Gay 
Which place are you going? 
Advisor Weathers 
Northern Kentucky University made the most sense 
The official title is the Governor's Task Force on Safety 
President Gay 
There isn't a forum here as well as in Lexington 
Can students go with you to Northern Kentucky University? 
Advisdr Weathers 
Yes, they can 
President Gay 
What should we ask? 
Advisor Weathers 
We shouldn't have many problems because we hit this topic straight on 
with the safety walk 
Advisor Stephens 
What is their goal? 
Advisor Weathers 
They will give a report to the Governor in July 
Advisor Stephens 
Will it be a task force about alcohol? 
Advisor Weathers 
It will be everything involving safety 
Advisor Stephens 
Alcohol Awareness March 13 at 7 in Button 
Mocktails at 6 in Button Drill Room 
VP Sharp 
Is the presentation at 7:00 or 8:00? 
Advisor Stephens · 
· It is at 8:00 
Mark Sterner was here last year and three years ago 
VP Dilley 
Are we going to serve mocktails? 
President Gay 
Who is organizing this event? 
Advisor Stephens 
Jenny Frazier, and Campus Involvement could help organize 
President Gay delegated it to VP Owens 
VP Dilley 
We need to have a theme as well 
President Gay 
Will put this event on the agenda 
Eagle Lake Trail Grant 
President Gay 
Thanked Advisor Weathers and Stephens to helping out 
Needs to be mailed before March 13, 2007 
Recreational Center Forum 
This event is a week from today 
Needs everyone to help spread the word 
Candidate Debate 
President Gay 
Will there be one? 
VP Cotton 
When was it last year? 
President Gay 
It was Wednesday 
VP Cotton 
Will discuss it tonight at the Election's Committee 
Executive Branch Committee Meeting 
President Gay 
Next Tuesday is very busy 
We will not have a lot to do at ~he meeting 
Will not have an Executive Branch Meeting next week 
There is nothing which needs to be communicated 
If anything needs to be discussed, let him know 
We will have a meeting after Spring Break and then we will be ready to 
finish out school 
VP Dilley 
How many scholarships were awarded for Spring Break, Spring Back? 
VP Sharp 
Gave out all $3,000 
VP Dilley 
Going to put something in the Trailblazer 
President Gay 
Once we complete the Larry Stephenson Scholarship, then we can write a 
press release 
We can also put it on the website 
VP Cotton 
You can delegate it to the Funding and Awards Committee 
VP Sharp 
I cannot be the chair because I am applying for the scholarship. The 
advisor can be VP Cotton 
President Gay 
The Executive Branch has to be on the committee 
Will be the chair this year because was the chair last year and the process 
worked well last year 
VP Dilley _ , 
The applications should say we are not going to look at the names because 
that would look bad 
President Gay 
We will make it anonymous 
Advisor Stephens 
Then we can make a press release 
President Gay 
Will draft the press release once the dates are set 
Announcements 
Thursday,. March 8, SAFT Women's Day Poetry Reading 4:30 p.m. in the ADUC 
Lobby . 
Tuesday, March 13, Recreation Center Forum 3 :30 p.m. in ADUC Lobby 
Tuesday, March 13, F AFSA Priority Deadline 
Monday, March 19 - Friday, March 23, Spring Break, Spring Back in Louisville, 
KY, and Gulfport, KY 
Motion to adjourn made by VP Sharp, seco~ded by VP Owens 
Meeting ended at 5:02 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, March 13, 2007 
There was no meeting today due to the Recreational Center Forum. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
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VP Sharp . 
No report 
VP Owens· 
Environmental Awareness Month 
Told Campus Involvement Committee if they want to do another 
event, then they can do it without letting him know 
They might buy a tree 
Advisor Stephens 
Buying a tree is a good campaign 
VP Owens 
Maybe have a tree planting memorial 
For the logging panel, Doug Dorfeldt will be on the Conservation 
side, and Ray White will be on the logging side. 
A forum is the most successful idea 
President Gay 
Who will be the moderator? 
VP Owens 








Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
VP Cotton 
The scholarship is ,ready for distribution 
The scholarship is also available online 
The due date for the scholarship is April 26 
The recipients will be notified April 30, so they can go to the 
banquet on May 2 
The Larry Stephenson Scholarship will get together one day on the 
weekend of April 28 · 
May 2 is the SGA Banquet 
The time of the banquet will either be 7:00 or 7:30 
President Gay 
Can you set a time so I can tell Former MSU President, Grote 
VP Cotton 
Will pass around sign-up sheet at tomorrow's meeting to get a 
number of people interested to go to the banquet 
President Gay 
Don't forget to remind the new Executive Officers if they aren't on 
Congress yet. 
Include Constitutional Amendments in the General Election 
President Gay 
We will put the Constitutional Amendments on the ballot after the 
General Election 
Advisor Stephens 
What do you want on the ballot? 
President Gay 
Just a condensed version of the Proposals 
Advisor Stephens 
We can just copy and paste the short form of each of the proposals 
VP Dilley 
Will these questions on the ballot include the Chief of Staff and the 
Directors? 
VP Hannon 
They will not be included on the ballot because we didn't approve 
them in Congress 
President Gay 
If any of the other Presidents in the future want to consider adding 
these positions, then they can. I can just give Representatives 
specific duties 
President Gay delegated VP Hannon to send the proposals to Advisor 
Stephens 
Executive Candidate's Debate 
VP Cotton 
The debate will be March 28, 2007, starting at 6:30 at the ADUC 
Lobby 
Rep. Miller will ask each candidate two· questions 
Some classes will be offered extra 
President Gay 
How will the debate run? 
VP Cotton 
One person will speak at a time for two minutes, and then the 
opponent can speak with a counter argument for one minute 
VP Dilley 
I need to get pictures of each candidate at the debate 
Advisor Stephens 
Cathy Thomas wants the Presidential Candidates to come to her 
Persuasion Class 
Mock Primary for the Kentucky Gubernatorial Race 
President Gay 
Is SGA interested? 
VP Owens 
It is a very good idea 
President Gay 
We can ask College Republicans and College Democrats to see if 
they are interested 
We need to let Rebecca Bush know if we are interested 
Announcements 
Wednesday, March 28, SGA Executive Candidate's Debate, beginning at 6:30 in 
ADUCLobby 
Tuesday, April 3, SGA Executive Branch General Election, from 6:00 a.m.- 10:00 
p.m. on Online Services 
Wednesday, April 4, Unveiling Bronze Globe, from 7:00 at the Bell Tower_ 
Wednesday, April 1 i, Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation, beginning at 
6:00 in Breckinridge 302 
Meeting ended at 4:51 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, April 3, 2007 















Job Link for Students 
BSBP 
It is a new program 
Career services hired a person to get employees to come to job 
fairs 
She wants SGA to help promote this program 
Students can post their information on this website 
Students can search for jobs and employees can search for students 
They are not coming to Morehead this weekend 
There will be a conference call 
Thanked everyone who wanted to help with this meeting 
Goal is to push for graduation hour reduction 
CPE can push toward it 
Reading Day 
· Was looked into by Student Success, Task Force 
Faculty Senate Chairperson and Dean of Students are not in favor 
of reinstituting Reading Day 
The Chair of the Task Force isn't putting the proposal on the 
agenda 
These two people are pushing for a dead week 
VP Sharp 
What abciut Fall break? 
President Gay 
President Andrews wants all of these proposals in one 
proposal. 
VP Cotton 
So this task force was a waste of time? 
President Gay 
Yes 
VP Cotton , 




Leaving today, so will not be at the meeting tomorrow 
Will give the report to VP Harmon 
There has been an excess amount of flyers which were left in the SGA 
office 
From now on, the committees need to spend only what they are going to 
put up 
VP Dilley 
· The plan was to pass half for the primary election and the other 
half for the general election 
VP Sharp 
The committees need to use more or buy less 
VP Owens 
The logging forum is coming together very well 
Waiting on getting a confirmation from one more person 
Ray White ' 
The other forum panelists are: 
Peter McNeil, Paul-Loveless, Doug Dorfeldt, and someone from 
the Kentucky Division of Forestry 
We should have a representative from every perspective 
VP Sharp 
Do you have a backup plan? 
VP Owens 
We will have Rick Armstrong 
Advisor Weathers 
Ray White does International Business 
Advisor Stephens 
He is a busy guy .. Did you contact him? 
VP Owens 
Ray has done forums in the past and got ambushed by 
Conservationists 
Paul Loveless is from Kentucky Heartwood, so he shouldn't be in 
an argument with Ray White 
Advisor Stephens 
You need to email Keith Kappas because he might be able to get 
Ray White 
You also should tell him who will be at Morehead for the Logging 
Forum 
Advisor Weathers 
Do you know Peter McNeil? 
VP Owens 






Didn't meet with the PR Committee to publicize the Environmental 
Awareness Month 
Advisor Stephens 




Went to the PR Committee and Rep. Hollon wanted a happiness 
time theme. The PR Committee didn't do anything. VP Dilley 
will have to do it by herself The Flyers need to be hung up. 
VP Owens 
Planned on letting Toni Hobbs make the flyers 
VP Weathers 
It is a time issue with Toni 
VP Stephens 
Everyone wants her to design the flyers. She will pass it on to her 
intern 
President Gay 
Has a sample flyer from last year that you can use as a sample. 
VP Owens 
The forum panelists should be finalized by Friday 
We will then have two and a half weeks to publicize the event. 
VP Dilley 
· Could you give me the flyer from last year? 
President Gay 
Some other events are the Triplett Creek Water Quality 
Presentation 





When do we consolidate the committee's budget? 
Advisor Stephens 
You should do it now 
President Gay 
There is no official rule to consolidate the money 
Advisor Stephens 
You really should consolidate the money 
You will either use it or lose it 
You could buy a computer 
President Gay 
What about buying a computer from the computer lease program? 
VP Cotton 
The computer I use is the one which was the President's Computer 
Advisor Stephens 
SAC bought a computer from the computer lease program 
VP Harmon 
How many computers do we need? 
Advisor Stephens 
You can probably buy two leases 
President Gay 
This is a very good idea 
Advisor Weathers 
We need to turn in the form this week 
Advisor Stephens 
We do not have any other big projects? 
VP Sharp 
No, but the funding for Capitol Steps have not came in yet. 
President Gay 
We could buy pens which costs about $3,000 
VP Harmon 
Where will the computers go? 
Advisor Weathers 
They will be taken to surplus 
Advisor Stephens 
We can buy pens and brochures with the extra money 
VP Dilley needs to set up a time to take the picture 
VP Owens 
Since the election was so late, the pictures should be taken pretty 
soon 
President·Gay 
Ifwe pay for brochures and pens, we will have $2,000 left 
' \ 
Advisor Weathers 
The computer lease program is a recurring cost, but it is the way to 
go 
President Gay . 
Physical Improvement has a lot of money, so we can take it out of 
that committee's budget 
VP Sharp 
The only funding request was for "The Bird" 
President Gay 
We can take it out of the General Fund 
PR can make the proposal 
Cheerleading Banner 
VP Owens 
Has the bookstore got back to you on a price quote? 
Advisor Weather 
Will check on it now 
Advisor Stephens 
Tony Nash is working on creating a banner with more than 22 
spaces 
VP Owens 
So we will take down all of the.banners and put one big banner? 
Advisor Stephens 
EKU has this form of banners 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
President Gay· 
· We need to make sure the applications are full 
VP Cotton · 
What should we do once all of the paper applications are taken? 
So far there are 12 online applications 
Advisor Stephens . 
There is not a huge reason to have paper applications ifthere is an 
online application 
20 paper applications return if 100 are passed out 
President Gay 
Last year, printed off 150 copies and 50 returned 
A lot of people .like to fill it out by paper then fill it out online 




Our banquet is May 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Commonwealth Room 
President Gay · 






Is Campus Involvement Committee going to work on it 
VP Owens 
No one at the Congress meeting wanted to work on it 
Advisor Stephens 
The Secretary of State s,aid they were coming down and wanted to 
be invited to do it 
President Gay 
Could Advisor Stephens find out when and where these people will 
be? 
Advisor Stephens 
Will not be in the office this Friday or next Tuesday 
VP Sharp 




Tuesday, April 3, SGA Executive Officer General Election, 6:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Online Services 
Wednesday, April 4, Unveiling Bronze Globe, 7:00 p.m. at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday, April 4, SAC BINGO, 7:00-9:00 p.m. at ADUC 
·Thursday, April 5, KFTC & ASC host "Kilowatt Hours," 4:00- 6:00 p.m. at the 
Kentucky Folk Art Center 
Tuesday, April 10, ALL Yance host Dr. Corvino, 7:00 p.m. at the Morehead Arts 
Center 
Wednesday, April 11, Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation 6:00 p.m. at 
Breckinridge 302 
Friday, April 13, SAC Dance Marathon, 6:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. in ADUC 
Meeting ended at 4:51 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
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Very disappointed because one President and CPE Student 
Representative were the only on during the conference call 
Wants the purpose of"Get Fired Up" to get the Governor to call a 
special session 
Met with Rep. John Will Stacy and Sen. Walter Blevins 
Suggested to wait before the primary election 
This move should be more successful 
It will either be last week in April or first week in May 
VP Cotton 
VP Cotton 
The plan was to start today, but have to start over 
Will meet this week with the Committee Chairs 
The meeting was supposed to be this past Monday, but City 
Council was yeserday 
Went to City Council Meeting yesterday 
VP Hannon 
Working on Environmental Awareness Month and all of these events 
Triplett Ci-eek 
Tour of new sewer plant 
Huddle House will be opened April 23 
Put the Zoca survey online 
Put the Datatel Guide online 
Thanks to Justin Kennedy for making the guide 
VP Sharp 
Working on consolidating the budget 
The numbers are off and some <;>f the figures aren't on Datatel 
Will meet with Gerome tomorrow 
Advisor Weathers 
It is probably a Datatel problem 
VP Sharp 
After consolidating the budget we will have $11,000. 
One idea is to put that money in the Emergency Student Loan Fund 
President Gay 
Last year, we had to take money from this year's budget into the fund 
Advisor Weathers 
Will ask for permission to have that money carried over, but since 
the budget isn't balanced, SGA should just leave the money 
in the budget and let it revert to the University's Budget 
President Gay 
What about buying computers for next year? 
Advisor Weathers 
We have to buy the computers for next year 
It is a timing issue 
President Gay 
Let VP Sharp work it out with Advisor Stephens 
Advisor Weathers 
Still unsure about cost of the banner 
The cheerleading department wanted to see if SGA would help 
with financial assistance for buying the rings 
President Gay 
It would be hard to get passed by Congress 
Advisor Weathers 
Will ask to hold money for computer from this year~ s budget. The 
extra money should be turned into the University'.s General 
Fund. 
President Gay 
Could we buy a computer from the bookstore with the money? 
Advisor Weathers 
It would be best to give the excess mcmey to the university's 
budget 
President Gay 
Will meet with the new Executive Board to see what their feelings 
are onit 
VP Sharp 
The Physical Improvement Committee is going to buy some table 
and a trash receptacle 
Do I need to get a proposal to consolidate the budget for this week? 
President Gay · 
You can, but it is not necessary 
We need to speak with the Committee Chairs before you do 
anything too dramatic 
You might just need to take some small chunks from each 
committee's budget 
VP Sharp 
Will do it next week then 
VP Dilley 
Environmental Awareness Week 
Rep. Hollon was supposed to meet last Friday, but she has an· 
emergency to take care of 
Will meet tonight to take care of all of the business 
We are moving forward with cards 
These cards will be passed out at the block party and other 
events 
We will also call more food places and gas stations 
Rep. Hollon is also working on getting the banner 
Talking with Toni Hobbs to get the exact amount for the proposal 
Yard signs will cost $20. 00 
President Gay 
Do you have the sheets for the organizations to sign up for? I can 
tell the businesses at the next Chamber of Commerce building. 
VP Dilley 
When is the next Chamber of Commerce meeting? 
President Gay 
First Thursday in May. May 3, 2007. 
VP Dilley 
Will talk with the Committee 
President Gay 




The White's are going out of the country 
Ray is going to Jamaica 
Mike is going out of town 
They will either try to get Greg or David Wells 
Advisor Weathers 
What about Rock Armstrong? 
VP Owens 
He is going on a golf outing 
What is the name of the moderator? 
President Gay 
John Hennan. He is done with the Regional Stewardship 
Conference so will have time to prepare. 
New Business 
Resolution for National Day of Silence 
Discussion 
President Gay 
There shouldn't be any negative consequences 
They just wanted SGA's support 
This resolution will come from the Executive Branch 
Advisor Buck 
The ALL Yance President should speak at the SGA Congress 
meeting tomorrow 
Advisor Weathers 
Are the participants still going to class? 
President Gay . 
Yes, they will be at the bell tower when they have a break 
Should we reword it so SGA will not have to attend the event? 
Brian will probably make RHA member attend 
Advisor Weathers 
This resolution doesn't have any stipulation that says SGA 
members will have to attend 
Computers for the Librarian's tomorrow 
President Gay 
Who wants to take care of that? 
VP Owens 
I will do it 
Get Fired Up Campaign 
President Gay 
We have to take a lead role 
Get Fired Up may not be an appropriate title, though 
VP Cotton 
, Will send out a message to you all on the last week's Committee 
Chair's Meeting 
President Gay 
The best place to end the Rally is at the Governor's House 
Who is in charge of staffing the building? 
Advisor Weathers 
Terry White's Wife staffs the building 
President Gay 
Will talk to Rep. Arnett 
Will pass a resolution next semester 
We can give the proposal to the person who is working at the 
Governor's House at that time 
Environmental Awareness Month 
President Gay 
Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation will be tomorrow 
The Safety Walk will be tomorrow at 8:00 as well 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
VP Cotton 
For part one, there are 13 online and O paper registrations 
We still have three weeks 
· Where is.PR' s poster for the Larry Stephenson Scholarship? 
VP Owens 
The easels are being used for this weekend's events 
President Gay 
Should we buy some easels for SGA? • 
Advisor Weathers . 
You will still have to go through Conference Services to put them 
inADUC 
President Gay delegated VP Dilley to write a proposal for the easels 
Banquet 
VP Cotton 
We are having a Mexican Menu 
Does anyone have any ideas for guests? 
Advisor Weathers 
We should invite the retiring provost, Dr. Moore 
President Gay 
You should al~o send one to Advisor Stephens 
VP Cotton 
He is giving a retiring address 
Who should be the one to give the Oath of Office to the new 
Executive Officers? 
President Gay 
SGA' s Chief Justice, Lisa Hinkle 
I also encourage all of the retiring members of the Executive 
Branch to contact the new officers 
You can tell them the understanding of the job and the purpose 
VP Sharp 
What about Dean Koett? 
VP Harmon 
What about the new provost? 
Advisor Weathers 
You should wait until next year. 
President Gay 
We can get to know her at one the first meetings 
We can invite Ketih Kappes 
VP Sharp 
·What about Sue Townsend? 
VP Owens 
She has done a lot 
VP Cotton 
What about special awards? 
VP Sharp 
They are fun 
VP Cotton 
Everyone has to come up with two awards 
President Gay 
Former MSU President, Dr. Grote, will speak at the banquet 
It is nice to hear about his presentation · 
Also invited Former SGA President, Marion to be a guest 
Announcements 
Tuesday, April 11, Triplett Creek Water Quality Presentation, Breckinridge 302 at 
6:00p.m .. 
Tuesday, April 11, Campus Safety Walk, starting at 8:00 p.m. at Laughlin 
Tuesday, April 12, Water Balloon by RHA at Laughlin from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 13, RHA Soda Pop Day at ADUC from noon - 2:00 
Friday, April 13, SAC Dance Marathon at ADUC from 6:00 - midnight 
Wednesday, April 18, National Day of Silence at the Bell Tower from 8:00 a.m. -
6:00p.m·. 
Wednesday, April 18, Local Foods Round Table in Breckinridge 302 at 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 20, Earth Day Clean-up starting behind the AAC at 3 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, SGA Logging Forum in the Button Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Motion to adjourn made by VP Sharp, seconded by VP Dilley 
Meeting ended at 5:00 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday,April17,2007 






Displace Me Funding 
Open 
Discussion Items 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Let MSU Build: Students Get Fired Up! 






















Local Foods Round Table 
Earth Day Clean Up 
Candlelight Vigil for VA Tech Incident 
Logging Forum 
Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner ($10) 




Behind the AAC 
Bell Tower 
Button Drill Room 
AOUC Grill 
Jayne Stadium 
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We should invite the new Executive Branch to our meeting 
You should definitely meet with.them before the end of the year 
It is important to keep your office hours 
Virginia Tech Shooting 
Advisor Weathers 
We have policies for all of the plans 
The police participated in training drill each year and table 
top drills · 
President Gay 
What are table top drills? 
Advisor Weathers 
They are talk through plans 
The manuals are not on the webpage so the criminals can't 
find what the plan is 
We should have a "What to Do ... " on the webpage 
A lot of information is available, though 
Rep. Stevens 
Is there a standard protocol? 
Advisor Weathers 
There is not a standard procedure 
Some departments do not have meetings 
President Gay 
There is an opportunity to put this ·on the website 
Advisor Weathers 
A lot of the rules are common sense 
For the Cheerleading Banner, they are $500 a piece 








April Haight needs funding for food for the Earth Day Clean-up for $300 
It is frustrating, but they said we need help 
President Gay 





Found the price of easels 
Displace Me Funding 
President Gay 
This was brought to me by Rep. Westendorf 
Rep. Stevens 
The amount exceeds what we give, and what organization are 
involved? 
President Gay 
BCM/342, MSC, and International Justice Group 
Rep. Stevens 
12 have signed up from the MSC and 20 from the BCM 
VP Sharp 








The total amount of funding they wanted was $1,168 
$500 is the standard amount 
This event will take the students to Nashville to show their 
opposition to the Ugandan Government 
The Government if relocating people to camps 
The MSU students is traveling to one of the 15 camps in the US to 
rally againstthe Ugandan Government 
This will help the Ugandans who are suffering in the camps 
Guest Stevens 
Here is the itemized list they gave me: 
$1,008 for miles 
VP Cotton 
$80-$100 for Driver's Housing 
$80 for Driver's Meals 
Hasn't the International Justice Group already received funding? 
·. VP Sharp . . 
Yes 
Advisor Weather 
We sent them to Washington DC 
VP Cotton 
Have they petitioned any other organization? 
President Gay 
They have solicited many of the University Groups 
Vf Cotton 
How many students have confirmed to go? 
President Gay 
25-30 
The $500 will reduce costs to a minimum 
VP Dilley 
The most of the amount will go to transportation 
Rep. Stevens 
Is $500 the norm for each organization? 
President Gay . 
lt is the standard practice 
Rep. Stevens 
There are three student groups involved 
Advisor Weathers 
How many of these organizations have come to request funding 
fromSGA? 
VP Sharp 
All of them 
VP Dilley 
International Justice Group have not came because they were just 
formed 
Advisor Weathers 
Professor N'Jayie was involved with the last event to DC 
VP Sharp 
How much publicity has been sent out? 
Rep. Stevens 
Yes there are sign-up sheets in MSC and BCM 
President Gay 
· There is definitely some consideration to this proposal 
One ofSGA's objectives is to promote civic engagement 
This wouldn't be the most effective, but it is a good start 
VP Harmon 
What is our budget? 
VP Sharp 
Before consolidation, it is $3, 000 
Rep. Stevens 
A lot of students will be there 
VP Dilley 
Didn't we give more to Spring Break, Spring Back? 
President Gay 
That is one of our projects. 
VP Sharp 
' The key is how many times and how much money do we fund for 
each organization 
VP Dilley 
That is a good amount since it is under half 
Presid~nt Gay 
Will draft the proposal 
PASSED 
Earth Day Cleanup 
Easels 
Rep. Stevens 
What is the purpose? 
President Gay 
This will provide food for volunteers who help pick up trash 
PASSED 
VP Dilley 
Each easel is $67.45 
President Gay 
How many should we buy? 
VP Dilley 
Probably3 
Problem will be differentiating them apart 
President Gay 
We can write "Property of SGA'' 
Will take $250 out of the General Fund and amount not left over 




After the March, we will have a reception at the Governor's House for Get 
Fired Up Week 
I willget"price and bring a proposal. How many people should we 
expect? 
President Gay 
Aramark gives us a stipend but we better buy this food 
VP Harmon 
How many people were at the march last year? 
President Gay 
50, so get a price on that amount 
Here is the schedule 
On May 3, there will be some speeches at the Bell Tower 
Some of the speakers will be the Gubernatorial Candidates 
Need to meet with Vice President Kappes 
Advisor Weathers 
What about the Chamber Lunch Dinner 
President Gay 
That shouldn't be a problem, but the problem will be getting Gov. Fletcher 
He will be in Louisville on the 3rd · 
VP Cotton 
The march can be Wednesday 
Rep. Stevens 
We can just flip flop the events 
Special Session Recommendation 
President Gay 
This will be used to hopefully get Gov. Fletcher to call the special 
sess10n 
VP Dilley 
What about the other universities? 
President Gay 
We will have to take the lead 
We will share it to the other Student Body Presidents in Kentucky 
I will make it from the Executive Committee 
· Will send it out to everyone after this meeting 
VP Sharp 
Cars were parking on the road behind Fields 
VP Harmon · 
Will tell it to the Student Life Committee 
Advisor Weathers 
It would have been difficult since the weather has been wet 
The temporary paint has been a quick fix and will fix it after school ends 
It is hard to ticket 
President Gay · 




Should we have candles there so people can purchase them? 
Rep, Stevens 
Candles in the afternoon? 
President Gay 
We can let them burn through the night 
Should we designate an area? 
Advisor Weathers 
It should be at the Eagle Memorial 
President Gay 
Could we put it at the Bell Tower for a week? 
Advisor Weathers 
We did that for 9/11 
We need to do it before next week 
President Gay 
It would be a nice thing to do 




Will meet with him 
Announcements 
Wednesday, April 18, Local Foods Round Table in Breckinridge 302 at 6:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 20, Earth Day Clean Up, behind AAC at 3 :00 
Monday, April 23, Candlelight Vigil for VA Tech Incident at the Bell Tower at 
4:00p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, Logging Forum at Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner at ADUC Grill at 6:00 
Thursday, April 26, Spring Football Game at Jayne Stadium at 7:00 p.m. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday,April24,2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports 




Hot Dog Funding 
Open 
Discussion Items 
Let MSU Build: Students Get Fired Up! 
Who to speak at classes? 






















Men for Change Fundraiser Dinner ($10) 
Spring Football Game 
Rally to Let MSU Build: Get Fired Up 
Annual SGA Banquet 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, April 24, 2007 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 




Morehead State University Student Goventment Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 














Tuesday, April 24, 2007 
Sent to Gov. Fletcher 
VP Cotton 
He hasn't responded yet 
Hoping for a surrogate speaker at the Rally 
, President Andrews will be at the Rally 
Having a difficult time getting other Gubernatorial 
Candidates at the Rally 
Will bring.some legislators 
Keeping in touch with media 
We need to PR to the students 
All of the events for the Get Fired Up have been moved up a day 
Want to solicit members to participate this week 













It is a general practice to write a proposal but we need to do it 
Discussion 
Get Fired Up 
Some of the congress members will tell people to come to the rally 
We will give speaking points to them 
President Gay delegated getting a banner to VP Dilley 




It will be the same format as last year 
Welcome - President Gay 
Invocation - Rep. Stevens 
Dinner 
Introduction of Guest, - VP Cotton 
Awards 
LSS - President Gay 
Of the Year - Rep. Stevens 
Congress Member of the Year.:. VP Harmon 
Introduction of Guest Speaker - President Gay 
Special Awards - VP Dilley 
Installation ofNew Officers - Chief Justice Hinkle 
Retiring Address - Advisor Stephens 
President's Address - President Gay 
Rep. Stevens 
What about Congress Member of the Year? 
VP Dilley 
We will nominate them at the meeting 
Rep. Stevens 
What about a plaque for the recipient? 
VP Dilley 
It should be 8 by 10 
President Gay delegated getting the plaque to VP Dilley 
Advisor Stephens 




And Sue Townsend 
VP Cotton 
Have already invited President Andrews, VP Kappas, and Advisor 
Koett 




All ofus need to be on the committee except for the people who 
filled out the scholarship 
We will meet Sunday at 4:00 in the SGA office 
Will sent out one email on Sunday of all of the winners and will 
also call them Monday telling them about the banquet 
President Gay 
Will be at Cumberland . 
President Gay delegated reserving Jenny Wiley to Rep. Stevens 
VP Owens 
Campus Involvement is buying 3 trees for ADUC Groves 
Going to buy 3 ash trees for $540 
VP Sharp 
They will also throw a dogwood for the Virginia Tech 
incident 
What about consolidating the budget? 
VP Cotton 
They want to consolidate it after the Rally 
· Announcements 
Wednesday, April 25, Logging Forum at Drill Room at 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 25, Meri for Change Fundraiser Dinner at ADUC Grill at 6:00 
Thursday, April 26, Spring Football Game at Jayne Stadium at 7:00 p.m. · 
Wednesday, May 2, Rally to Let MSU Build, 12:30 at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGABanquet, 7:30 in the Commonwealth Room' 
Meeting ended at 5:04 p.ni. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday,May1,2007 
4:20 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll/Sign-in 
Reports 







Let MSU Build: Students Get Fired Up! 
The Plan 
12: 15 everyone arrives at the bell tower signs distributed 
12:25 President Andrews, Sen. Blevins, and Rep. Adkins get into place 
12:30 Gay makes opening remarks 
12:34 Gay Introduces 1st Speaker, Rep. Adkins 
12:35 Adkins speaks to students for 5 minutes 
12:40 Gay Introduces 2nd Speaker, Sen. Blevins 
12:41 Blevins speaks to students for 5 minutes 
12:46 Option: Gay Introduces Dr. Andrews 
12:47 Option: Andrews speaks to students for 5 minutes 
12:52 Gay Closes Rally 
12:55 March begins down sidewalk of Univ. Blvd. 
1 :05 Students arrive at Gov's Regional Office to deliver student letters 
1: 15 Rally Ends, food available through Aramark 
Hot Dogs ready? 
SGA Banquet 










Rally to Let MSU Build: Get Fired Up Bell Tower 
Annual SGA Banquet Commonwealth Room 
Kentucky Leadership Academy (KLA) Cumberland 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, May 1, 2007 
203 Adron Doran University Center 
SIGN-IN SHEET . 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Committee Minutes 
Tuesday, May 1, 2007 













Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
We met Sunday 
There 11 full applications 
The winners were Sarah Sharp, Kim Barker, Courtney Ward, and 
· Rebecka Hollon 
Outstanding Award will go to Rashika Agrawal 
Rep. Stevens 
What is the Outstanding Award for? 
VP Cotton 
The alternate is still recognized 
President Gay 
The endowment still requires an alternate 
VP Harmon 
Made an end o_fthe year evaluation 
VP Sharp 
Will not be here the rest of the week 
Our budget is $7,937.60 
Movie night costed $1,003.75 last week 
They will want to have $2,000 saved off for that 














We also have to have money for KLA 
VP Sharp 
Physical Improvement will have a proposal for tables and bulliten 
boards 
There will be $1,000 left over 
·Rep.Stephens 
It will be next Friday 
Advisor Weathers 
We might have to move it to every other Friday 
Advisor Stephens 
We are going over $4,000 each year 
. We have 4 big movies 
We have done the movies for over 8 years 
VP Sharp 
You all can think about it for next year 
Advisor Stephens 
We also pay workers 
Rep. Stevens 
How much do we pay them? 
Advisor Stephens 
It is about $30 a week 
The total salary will probably be one night of movies 
Managing was to problem for volunteers 
President Gay 
What about card readers? 
VP Owens 
Adam Jones and Kyle Mann are in charge of it 
President Gay 
The problem is students who have graduated 
Advisor Stephens 
They are owned by the Greeks 
Rep. Stevens 
Could we put in permanent card readers? 
I 
Advisor Weathers 
Vfe would have to buy the readers. 
Rep. Stevens 
Why can't we bargain with them? 
Advisor Stephens 
One of you can,work on a deal with them 
President Gay 
We can charge everyone a dollar 
Advisor Weathers 
That is a good idea 
VP Sharp 




$2,000 for movies 
$3,000 for KLA 
There could be tons of proposals from the floor 
The representatives could be weary of dumping money back into 
the University Fund 
this shouldn't be an argument for these to be passed 
We need to hold the standards high 
Advisor Weathers 
What needs do we have? 
President Gay 
· Pens, brochures, and polos 
VP Sharp 
We can do these proposals first 
President Gay 
How much are brochures? 
Advisor Stephens 
How many do we order? 
They are about fifty cents per brochure 
President Gay 
We can probably spend $500 
Rep. Stevens 
So we will get 1000 brochures 
President Gay 
We will spend $2,000 for movies and $3,000 for KLA 
VP Cotton 
Does.it cost if students go to both movies? 
Advisor Stephens 
We have to pay for both movies 
We had a problem with international students a few years ago 
Advisor Weathers 
We can tell the students to come to the Student Activities office 
President Gay 
It would be better ifwe charge everyone $1.00 a ticket 
VP Sharp 
It is reasonable to watch a big movie for $1. 00 
Rep. Stevens 




Why can't we get a better deal? 
Advisor Stephens 
Chakeres is a big company and doesn't care ifwe deal with them 
or not 
VP Owens 
$3. 75 is a good price for a big movie 
It will probably cost $8.00 at the new cinema 
Advisor Stephens 
It will cost more for the movies 
Advisor Stephens 
We need to take the Eagle Trail Grant back to the foundation 
President Gay 
Spoke with Drew Henderson about this subject 
Will draft all of the proposals for tomorrow 
Advisor Stephens · 
These proposals do not have to be passed through Congress 
Advisor Weathers 
You can set money aside for these projects 
Advisor Stephens · 
This would be the wisest 
Get Fired Up 
President Gay 
· The rally will be about an hour long 
Advisor Weathers 
Where will the food be? 
President Gay 
Beside the Governor's Office 
VP Cotton 
Reduced the amount of hot dogs 
President Gay 
That is fine 
We need to pick up the equipment and set up at the Bell Tower 
Advisor Stephens 
This is probably true because they aren't fully staffed 
Advisor Weathers 
Wecanhelp . 
Are all of the legislators confirmed? 
President Gay 
Met with them after the Gala, but not today 
Rep. Stevens 
We should have it away from the sidewalk 
VP Cotton 
I was think there.or behind the Bell Tower 
If it rains, then we can set up under the bell tower 
VP Sharp 
We should set up behind the Bell Tower 
VP Owens 
Why did we have it at the bell tower? 
VP Cotton 
There is a lot of traffic 
The Bell Tower is a focal point 
· Rep. Stevens · 
We were thinking about getting the GGH crowd 
These people would more like to go to the Bell Tower 
President Gay 
It is already planned there 
There are a few locations for it 
I. Where it was for the Vigil 
2. By the eagle sculpture behind the Tower 
3. Under the Bell Tower 
Rep. Stevens 
Are we just going to have the two speakers and a podium? 
President Gay 
The soundboard and wires 
VP Cotton 
It took us miJwtes to set up for a dance 
It would take less time for wireless microphones 
Rep. Stevens 
I think I could get- it set up if we met there at 11 :20 
President Gay 
We can meet at 11:20 at Conference Services 
Rep. Stevens 
Will we have a podium? 
Advisor Stephens 
Yes, but which one will we use? 
Brian should come early to find all of the equipment 
9:00 wouldn't be too early 
It would probably if the podium is faced out of the Bell Tower 
President Gay 
So we will meet at 9:00 
Advisor Weathers 
What about a rain plan? 
President Gay 
If it is too bad, then will do it inside ADUC 
Banquet 
VP Cotton 
Guest have been.confirmed 
Programs will be available tomorrow afternoon 
President Gay 
Duck, Duck, Goose is at 6:30 
President Emeritus, Grote will be there 
KY Rep. Adkins and KY Senator, Stacey will also be there 
VP Cotton 
What should we give to each member? 
VP Sharp 
A copy of the SGA CD 
President Gay 
We can give them a pin 
Announcements 
Wednesday, May 2, Rally to Let MSU Build, 12:30 at the Bell Tower 
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGA Banquet, 7:30 in the Commonwealth Room 
Wednesday, May 16 -Friday, May 18, Kentucky Leadership Academy, 
Cumberland @ TBA 
Meeting ended at 5:04 p.m. 
